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BAD END FOR REFORMED SHIP

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions »3 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rate# based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882
The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897

ASKS RENOMINATION

•

Utila, Once a Rum Craft, Attacked By Pirates,
Dynamited As a Derelict

A brief entry ln the log book of England coast, her roomy holds filled
thc Coast Guard cutter Mojave with choice liquors.
•— Tuesday revealed the end of one of One hot August night in 1923 she
■Whatever Isworth
doing at all — the most colorful of the fleet that turned the pages of history back to
— ls worthdoingwell.—Lord
Ches- —
once rode the combers out on rum the days of the buccaneers. It was
♦ terfleld.
—
♦
—• row. The Mojave's log book, under Aug. 20 when a band of armed men
dale of Dcc. 24, carries this item:
hungry for some of the fat profits
"Dynamited the schooner Utila off they knew were aboard, clambered
Rockland, Me., as a menace to navi over her side.
ONE YEAR AGO
gation"—what scant attention for a
She was 20 miles off Rockport,
ship that played such a romantic role , Mass., that night. Her cargo had
From the flies of The Courier-Ga
in the history of. the prohibition been discharged and the money col
zette we learn that—
years.
lected. The whole story of the bat
Thc prizewinners for most attrac
She ended her days as respectable tle on her decks never came out, but
tive Christmas decorations were, in lumber schooner several weeks after
when she put into Gloucester harbor
the order named. Albert S. Peterson. repeal. She began her career as a
next day her captain and her cook
Blanchard B Smith, John H. McLoon,
"runner," one of the flrst to take her were near death—victims of bullets I
Everett A. Munsey, M. R. Pillsbury.
place on rum row, several weeks after from the pirates' guns. No one was
Albert Winslow, Knox County regis
Mrs. Earl Barron, and Antonio Delprohibition began.
I ever convicted of the piracy, though ter of deeds, yesterday announced
monico. The prizes were offered by
Her span of life was short—but 13 the Federal grand jury at Boston that he is a candidate for renomlnathe Garden Club.
"Happy" Halligan of Llmerock years—yet she probably knew more delved deep Into the case, and the tion, and has received many proffers
rtreet was blown from the top of a excitement in that time than many episode became one of the legends1 of assistance from voters who are
ladder with an outside window in his another sedate coaster has expert- of the prohibition era.
A few years later she became re- cognizant of the excellent service
hands. He landed in shrubbery and enced in three decades. .
The
three-masted
schooner
Utila.
spectable.
Her name was changed which he is giving in that olttce—al
was uninjured.
Rev. Burleigh Sylvester was hold { was built in the shipyards at Wey- to Utila and she was engaged for ways glad to accommodate its pa- j
mouth, N. S.. and christened the J. carrying lumber from Canadian trons. and courteous ln the discharge
ing revival services in Rockport.
ports to Boston.
of every duty.
Supreme Court Judge Robert D. Scott Hankinson.
During her first few years, she
Recently, as the Utila, she sprang
Mr. Winslow Is deeply grateful for 1
Leeper died in Idaho. His wife was
made many a trip along the New a leak off the Maine coast, her crew the confidence manifested in him by 1
a former Thomaston woman.
abandoned her and rowed to Rock the patrons of Knox Registry and
land, and the schooner was adjudged the voters at large.
BIG MIDNIGHT PARTY ON THE ROLLERS
a menace to navigation.
TIIE SEVEN WONDERS
The Mojave was sent out to re
move the menace. Mines were placea
Those generally accepted as the j
aboard Sunday and she was blown seven wonders are: Pyramids of 5
NEW YEARS MORN, JAN. 1, AT 12.05 O’CLOCK
up with only a handful of Coast Egypt; Hanging Gardens of Semi- j
CONFETTI, BALLOONS, NOISE MAKERS, ETC.
Guardsmen to see her passing— rartiis at Babylon; Temple of Diana
LADIES’ NIGHT TONIGHT
Coast. Guardsmen who. on many a
Ephesus; Statue of Zeus by Phi
dark and foggy night, had sought dias; Tomb of Mausolus at Halicar
her out with cargo ot contraband.
nassus; Pharos (lighthouse* at
The scene of her tragic end was Alexandria; and the Colossus of
NOISE
MAKERS
MIDNIGHT DANCE
CONFETTI
40 miles south of Matinicus.
Rhodes.

AT THE SPANISH VILLA

NEW YEARS EVE BALL

A FAVORABLE VERDICT

—AT—

OCEAN VIEW
IMPERSONATION RADIO CONCERT STARTING 11.30
DANCING BEGINNING AT 12.05
COME EARLY AND ENJOY THE FUN
Musk By

AL ROUGIER AND HIS ORCHESTRA
BALLOONS

FAVORS

NEW YEAR’S BALL
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
Monday Night, January 1

From various parts of the State, activity was the means of saving
comes word that Christmas business many firms from "going, into the
was exceptionally good this year, ano red" this year. “Our Christmas
It Is a source of satisfaction to know business was much better than in
that Rockland shared in the holi- recent years," said the head of anday prosperity.
| other dry goods firm. “People wan’."We did 25 per cent better than ed good things and most of them
last year" said a clothing dealer, who • paid cash We sold more than 300
added: “January Is bound to b" dolls, and the high priced ones
good.’’
I went flrst”
“Best ln several years." said an- ! “Better than last year,” said the
other clothing dealer. “We certain- proprietor of a variety store,
ly had them coming.”
“A very good season.’’ was the
The dry goods stores had much verdict of a market proprietor. ’’The
the same verdict. "Christmas came Saturday before Christmas was thc
through with very good holiday largest, day in the store’s history '
business.’ said one proprietor, who
“The best year since 1929,” said
was of the opinion that the holiday ’ the proprietor of a hardware store.

Music by

EDDIE WHALEN’S Full Band of PRIVATEERS

THINK OF THIS, WARM FOLKS!

MISS ALICE DAVIS OF BELFAST
The Girl That Chases thc Blues, is one of lhe Entertainers
There will be Favors, Balloons, Streamers, Etc.
DANCING UNTIL ONE O’CLOCK—AT REGULAR PRICES
Crocketts Bus Will Run To Rockland After the Dance
BEAUTIFUL HALL EXCELLENT FLOOR
BEST OF MUSIC
THIS WILL BE THE DANCE OF TIIE SEASON
Regular Friday Night Dance Will Be Omitted Th.'s Week

GALA MIDNIGHT SHOW
NEW YEARS EVE
’

—SHOWING—

“DESIGN FOR UVING”
With

MIRIAM HOPKINS

FREDERIC MARCH

GARY COOPER

STRAND
SHOW STARTS AT 12.05 A. M.

Is a very deserving one and is not
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
During the investigators' daily “on the city." The man had been out
rounds among the needy, they came of work two years and God alone
across a family suffering from cold knows what they have suffered ot
j because of lack of a kitchen stove— late.
what stove they did possess lacked | Has anyone a kitchen stove to do
' lining, grate and oven door, and was , nate?
I propped up with bricks The family 1 There are several people sufienng
serious illnesses and in great need ot
cotton cloths or rags of any kind, old
sheets, etc. These cases are urgent.
Will someone please help. Phone
663-W. or leave at City Store
Wanted. Old Gold. Books and old
Stamps. Gold Nuggets, Dental
Helen Corbett.

OLD GOLD

Work, Crowns, Brldgework, Gold
Chains. Rings and Antique Jew
A GRATEFUL GROUP
elry. We pay from $3 to $15 for
Old Gold Watches. Will ea'l at j Editor of The Courier-Gazette :—
your house and Pay Cash.
It Is a source of gratification to the
We pay from $5 lo $12 for the long
I temperance people of the State, that
Grandmother Wateh Chains.
The following Books wanted at
the consideration of the liquor ques
onee—“Tom Sawyer," by Mark
tion during the short session of legis
Twain, date 1876: “Leaves of
lature has been favorable to the pro
Grass," by Walt Whitman, date
1855 or 1856. These dates must br hibition interests, and the temperat bottom of title page.
jance people and Maine No Repeal
Will pay from $12 to $28 each.
Committee of Knox County wish to
Address—

COLLECTOR
BOX 309

ROCKLAND. ME.
U6*M

BOSTON
Christmas is past and our patrons were certainly

most generous to us in patronage and we do sincerely
thank them. We try in every way to deserve their

confidence and shall try even harder next year to do

DAILY TRIPS BY BUS
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
$4.00 One Way; $7.20 Round Trip
Railroad Responsibility
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland;
B. L. Davis, Warren, and McDon
ald's Drug Store, Thomaston.

MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.

even better.

TEL. 92

99-tf

On January 6 we shall throw onto the market our

Boys’ Suits, Overcoats, Mackinaws, Zipper Coats,
Snow Suits, Sweaters, Sheepskin Coats and lots of
odds and ends left over from Christmas. If you are
in need of any of those goods, we hope to see you.

Remember the date—

SATURDAY, JANUARY 6

WILLIS AYER

--------------------------------------- iflTT-

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker
Specialize en Chimes and French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rockland

convey to those who represented our
county at Augusta, and to all others
who supported the cause ol temper
ance, their hearty appreciation. Our
State will always hold its place among
the leading States of the nation while j
we have men of good judgment, com- |
mon sense, and unselfish spirit to I
formulate our laws.
G. A. Brewster, chairman

DANCING
Every Thursday Nite

WAS LIKE OLD TIMES

i

NOT A BAD JOB, AFTER ALL
Lewiston Sun (Ind.-Dem.) Reviews Session
of Legislature Without a “Hammer”

i Knox County Covered By a Sure-Enough Blizzard and Still Shoveling Out
i

What The Legislature Did

. So much of a derogatory nature has been said bv some editorial
writers concerning the special session of th? Maine Legislature 'hat
It ts refreshing to find or.e reviewer who ts con.e-1 to apirouch the
ri 'o.ltct calmly and dlTastomately. Such a review ts found ln last
Saturday's issue ot the Lewiston Sun. The Sun is not a Republican
newspaper, hence it cannot be charged with pol'tlcal bltis; it Is an
Ir.dependcnt-Demociatic newspaper, widely known throughout thc
State for Its faculty of fearlessly expounding political issues as t sees
them
Read then, very carefully what the Sun says.
The special session of the Legislature which finally adjourned
Wednesday of this week had be’ore It three major mat’ers as previous'v outlined ln the article published In this space Tuesday morn
ing. Dec. 12—
1. Liquor Legislation.
2 Banking Legislation.
3. Financial Legislation.
1.

Liquor Legislation

The Legislature voted to resubmit the prohibitory liquor amend
ment ln the State of Maine Constitution to the voters at the next Sep
tember ejection.

With National Prohibition finally repealed on Dec. 5. It Is entirely
proper for the voters of the State of Maine to decide whether the pro
hibitory amendment in the Maine Constitution shall be continued or
not. Le. us have a full and fair expre.-. ion al the polls by Maine
voters regard.ng this prohibition question.
Tit: Legislature could not agree on any new so-called "interim"
legislation for liquor control In Maine between now and the Septem
ber elect.on. It did pass a bill allowing uie transportation of liquor
fcr private use. tut rot fcr sale The Justices of the Supreme Judicial
Court gave an cpinion that legislation was not tn order to take effect
Ir. September it thc voters repealed the prohibitory amendment.
Therefore, the ban on the’salc of hard liquors remains prac
tically as it has been in Maine for many years. Tiansportatlon for
private use in Maine becomes as It was ln 1916 before National Pro
hibition. except lor new Federal nrtrlctions.
If Maine voters decide in September to repeal the prohibitory
amendment tn the Maine Constitution, it see ms certain that a special
session of the Legislature will then have to be called to regulate the
sale of intoxicating liquor for beverage purposes.

Rockland yesterday was shoveling drifts. No steamboats to worry
itself out of the Heaviest snowfall about, because there was none
abroad while the storm was in progin modern times—A task which was
ress. There was no interruption,
rendered anything but. pleasant due even to the street lighting service,
to the fact that the temperature was an(j nobody had to set ahead the
only slightly above the zero mark hands of the electric clocks,
and the wind was blowing a gale.
Denuded thus of romance the chief
About 45 miles an hour according io concern as to this storm related to
Keeper Beal of the White Head the after effects.
Light Station.
Ben Bisbee, supcrintendeilt of
The storm was not advertised tc public works, forgot all about his
reach Maine until yesterday morn- beauty sleep, and had snowplows on
ing. but it stole a march on the the highways while most folks were
' weather sharps and by mid-after snoozing.
noon Tuesday motorists and pedes
A herculean task awaited the
trians were fighting their way plows and the shovels yesterday, and
through a man's sized blizzard. Cars the work is being continued today,
continued to run. and belated busses j with several miles of streets not yet
continued on their way. but with no reached.
great degree of confidence on the
Neither was yesterday a happy
part of driver or passengers that day for the fire department. One of
they would reach their de&tinaticn. Its several calls was to Wert
that day. Most of them did. and thc Meadows where William Butler was
Maine Central train service was de- wrestling with a chimney fire. Three
layed. but not Interrupted.
approaches were tried and finally
A big storm nowadays doesn’t carry the city tractor was sent for. but
the flgniflcanee that it used to in meantime thc overheated chimney
Knox Count.y, for the reason that got back to normalcy. Other chimthere is comparatively no coastwise | ney fires werc at the residence of
traffic carrying concern to local Mrs. C. M. Kalloch, Masonic street,
owners. There Is no Street Railway, and the Eastern Steamship building
with cars to be stalled in the heavy on Tillson wharf.

2. Banking Legislation
The Legislature passed the necessary bills to permit State banks
—Savings Banks and Trust Companies—to participate tn the Federal
Deposit Guaranty plan It also passed the necessary bills to allow
Trust Companies to sell to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
preferred stock, and to permit the Savings Banks to sell so-called
capital notes to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Also to
permit these State banks to become members of the Federal Reserve
System.
Whatever one may think of State banks becoming subject to Fed
eral Banking laws or under Federal supervis.on. or control, there
was certainly a strong demand that they be permitted to Join the
Federal Reserve System or participate ln the Federal Deposit Guar
anty plan If they wished to do so.
X

Finanrial Legislation

A medley of Ideas regarding financial legislation came before the
Legislature Nothing was agreed upon except a continuance of the
Flexibility Act until July 1. 1934 Under this act the Oovernor and
Council have the right and duty to transfer appropriations, or reduce
appropriations as the necessity arises, to carry on the State business
to the end of the present State Finahcial Year.
With no definite tax program, and with the impressive opposition
to Sales Tax and all other tax plans, the Legislature was In no posi
tion to adopt any new tax legislation. The only thing it could agree
upon was to continue the Flexibility Act.
Tax revision plans are to be studied by a special tax commission
and a special tax session of the Legislature may be called In Feb
ruary.
Other Ixcwlation

It was inevitable that once the doors of the Legislature were
opened there would be a rush of miscellaneous bills covering all sorts
of subjects, and this is exactly what happened Two-thlrds of these
bills either fell by the wayside, or were referred to thc next regular
session of the Legislature.
Among the more important of the minor matters acted on at this
session ot the Legislature were the following:
A board was created to take over the management of municipali
ties which failed to p>ay taxes and salaries, or werc in default on
bonds and interest. This came about because in the past year or two
so many cities and towns have become delinquent on their State taxes.
The State can now put a finance committee ln charge of the financial
affairs of any city or U*wn that falls to pay its State tax.
There are two financial measures requiring constitutional amend
ments that will be voted on by the people at the September election.
These are—flrst, proposals to issue $4,000,000 of new State bonds and,
second—to allow the State government to borrow temporary money
up to $2,000,000 The temporary borrowing capacity ls now $800,000.
Another bill that may be of importance is the National Forest
proposition whereby the United1 States Government Is permitted to
acquire, by gift or purchase, land within the State of Maine for the
purpose of establishing a National Forest. That feature of the bill
allowing condemnation proceedings was eliminated and also provision
was made for protecting watersheds, storage and dam sites.
The so-called National Child Labor Constitutional Amendment
was passed.
Legislation of importance to the City of Lewiston was the bill
decreasing the membership of the School Board from fourteen to four
to be appointed by the mayor; and the mayor to serve ex-officio as
the fifth member. This legislation is subject to approval of Lewiston
voters at the regular March election In 1934, and If approved, becomes
effective on April 1. 1934.
Sixty or more miscellaneous bills of minor Importance were passed.
Just now it seems to be popular to condemn thc Legislature, refer
to its lack of courage, and abuse it ln general. The Legislature did
some necessary things and It refrained from doing a lot of foolish
things. For this Legislature, without a carefully studied plan, to have
adopted half baked financial legislation would have been the height of
folly. It was well that this Special Session did' no more regarding
tax and financial legislation than to continue the Flexibility Act.
Before any session of the Legislature can act intelligently on tax
or financial legislation, a carefully studied plan will have to be worked
out.
Meanwhile, it is up to the Governor and Council to cut every
State expense to the lowest possible point, and avoid new expenses.
It may be found that with a better method of enforcing the payment
of 8tate taxes by cities and towns, and by a carefully reduced spend
ing program, additional or different taxes may not be needed. At
the election last September and at the special session the public
manifested a strong opposition to new and additional taxes In any
form.
Thc special session of the Legislature, called ln a hurry, and In
the absenoe of any planned In advance program, did not do such a bad
jab after all.

Traveling Man Reached His Camden Home, Four
Days Out Of Houlton
the sled, led thc reins through the
open windshield, turned on the heat
er and radio, spoke to the horse’,
and waving goodbye to an amazed
farmer, headed toward Camden.
That day he made two miles, the
Maine on business, and In his caup?! next day 15, the third 15 and by that
was leaving Houlton for home.
time had arrived where motoring
"Where are you going?" a citizen was again ln vogue.
inquired.
Mr. Willey describes a weird pas
“To Camden, Maine,' was Mr. Wil sage in the course of which he not
ley’s answer.
infrequently found that the horse
"Well, you won’t get far.’ warned sled was following not the main
the citizen, “for the roods are blocked highway but some side rood behind
with snow a few miles out.”
a farm residence. Snow over the
“Ouess I’ll try," soidi the courage fence tops had obliterated the high
way marks ln many places. But with
ous salesman.
A few miles from Houlton he the radio tuned in on his favorite
learned that he had not been mis- station Willey enjoyed comparative
] informed and with his car hopeless- comfort and waved a friendly greetly stuck ln an Aroostook drift he ap- ing to the astounded persons he met
pealed to a countryman for assist- on the countryside.
I ance.
J The horses and sled were sent
A bargain was struck. The farm- back to their owner and Willey eveni er, himself marooned, rented, a team tually found himself enjoying the
of horses and a low sleigh to Mr. comforts of a home which a few days
Willey, who rolled his coup>e aboard before had seemed far distant.

With thc recent arrival of Mathew
Willey, a traveling salesman, whose
home ls In Camden an epic of the
early winter season was reoordtd.
Mr Willey had been in Northern

moody, frustrated and perverse—glvirffe interesting instances under cacti
Maple heading.

ROCKLAND LIONS

Had

Visitor

From

Sugar State—Dr. Popplestone On Personalities
The Rockland Lions Club had an
' interesting guest yesterday in trie
person of Earle Conant, a member of
UM Burlington. Vt. Lions Club, who
attended as the guest of his father,

Ralph P Conant, a former member
' of thc local club Both were given a
| mast cordial reccpUon.
The Vermont Conant told of several
projects sponsored by the Burling
ton Club one of which Is a State fes| ! tlval in which 11 bands and 16 orches| tras took pjart this year
Other proJrcts include work for thc blind, the
sponsoring of a potato club for 4-H
members, and sponsoring a Boy Scout
troop.
Dr. Charles B. Popplestone was thc
guest speaker giving a thought-in
spiring message under the subject ol
"Personalities."
The only doctors who formerly had
to do with mental diseases, accord
ing to the speaker, were those at the
State Hospitals
Today medical
science ls trying to get hold of peo
ple where mental ailments are yet ln
the formative stage. The war gave
an impetus to this study, and there
is now a wealth of material on the
telephone call Town Clerk Leonard ls credited with | subJrct- State hospitals nave at least

A MYSTERIOUS PHONE CALL
A long-continued

$25 REWARD

T*

' phone cable entered the station.
155Tlt I A short circuit had caused the |
J2raHrZraJZJZfZJZJZJZJZnj2J2JBf2fari
ring and the curiosity of
--------------------------------------------—-j lelePht>n‘’
FRIDAY DEC. 29

WILLEY’S WEIRD AUTO RIDE

,

Which was rung by no man’s hand and having prevented a possible confla—AT—
gration ln the town's business center
repeated replies which were answered
OCEAN VIEW
as the Robbins' store Is a frame
by no man's voice, led Town Clerk structure, surrounded by wooden
ANOTHER
ELIMINATION CONTEST
Clarence Leonard of Union to make buildings.
Music By
a hurried investigation early one
morning this week.
•
I Lightning was the chief cause of
AL ROUGIER
The pay station is in thc store of I forest fires last year, leading even
And His Orchestra
Hampton L. Robbins, but no opera- I matches, cigars and cigarette butts.
tor is on duty at that hour, and------------------------------------------------rarajararzjzjzjzfzrajgnjafzrafzjgjgfs thither the town clerk and Fred E.
MASQUERADE BALL Burkett directed their inquiry. They
With all the Trimmings—Will give found the store full of smoke and the
Will be paid for any corn which
you a good time. Mgr. Hordd Coombs woodwork smoldering where the telePlace, So. Thomaston Grange Hall I

Volume 88............. Number 1 55

THREE CENTS A COPY

Great Christopher Positive Corn
cannot remove. Also good for
louses.
Sold in Rockland by
LAIN'S SHOE STORK, 432 Main

Cure
cal
McSt.

137*Th-132

140000 mental patients,
On the #ub>ct of Personality Dr.
I P°PPl«»tonc said that some persons
achlcve success while others with
equal ability are a failure. What tha
baby inherits Ls not as important as
formerly thought. There Is the en
vironment of the home whether one
of wealth or poverty—the neighbor
hood, the school and the church.
Situation Ls what personality has to
contend with, and personality is con
tinually trying to adjust itself to that
situation. A constructive compromise
is often the result.
Dr. Popplestone listed as personali
ties: Crippled, stupid, lonely, queer,

IIOW MANY ODD FELLOWS

At the close of 1932 it was estimated
by the Sovereign Lodge that tn North
America and foreign countries there
was a total of 1, 921.534 members.
There were 14,011 subordinate lodges
of the order and 9702 Rebekah lodges.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rulc to read some poetry
and listen to aome music at least once a
week The Iobs of these tastes Is a loss
of happlneas. -Charles Darwin.
"ONE, TWO, THREE!"
It was an old, old. old. old Lady.
And a Boy that was half-past three;

A'w*ih^.*JtrtuietoPieeed to,ether
She couldn’t go running and Jumping.
And the Boy. no more could he;
For he was a thin little fellow.
With a thin little twisted knee.
They sat In the yellow sunlight.
Out under the maple-tree.
And the game that they played I’ll tell

you

Just as ’twas told to me.
It was hide-and-seek they were playing.
Though you’d never have known It to
be.—
With an old. old. old. old Lady.
And a Boy with a twisted knee.
The Boy would bend his face down
On his one little sound right knee.
And he’d guess where she was hiding.
In guesses One. Two. Three!

•‘You are In the china-closet'”
He would cry, and laugh with glee.—
It wasn't the china-closet:
But he still had Two and Three.

“You are up ln Papa’s big bedroom.
In the chest with the queer old key!”
And she said: "You arc warm and
warmer:
But you’re not quite right.” said she.
“It can't be the little cupboard
Where Mama’s tilings used to be.
So It must be the clothes-press, Gran’mal"
And he found her with his Three.
Then she covered her face with her
fingers.
That were wrinkled and white and
wee.
And she guessed where the Boy was
hiding.
With a One and a Two and a Three.

And they never hud stirred from their
places.
Right under the maple-tree,—
This old. old old. old Lady.
And the Bey with the lame little
knee.—
This dear. dear, dear old Lady.
And the Bov who was half-past three.
—Henry Cuyler Bunner.
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KEPT OPEN HOUSE

IT'S WALDO S TURN

STALLED IN DRIFTS

WERE MADE HAPPY

Boys’and Girls’Club of Till- And There Will Be Plenty of Inmates of

Knox Hospital Matchmaker Hamlin and His

WE GIVE

IMONTON’

........

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Oth’er-Day

ASK FOR

The people that walked in dark
GOLD BON'D
S. A H. GREEN
Entertainers Have Tough
son Avenue Shines On SoAspirants For Councilship
and Nurses’ Home GladSTAMPS or
STAMPS or
ness have seen a great light: they
DEPARTMENT STORE
cial Occasion
of This District
dened By Christmas
Old Night
S. A II. GREEN
GOLD BOND
••
410-412 Main 8tr..t
that dwell in the land of the shadow
1STAMPS
STAMPS
ROCKLAND. MAINE
of death, upon them hath the light
One of the happiest gatherings of | With the time approaching when
with us, festivities began with the
Fifty of the faithful gathered at
shined—Isaiah 9:2.
the Christinas time was the open the Legislature candidates must be Nurses' party, Friday evening. This American Legion hall Tuesday night
house kept Sunday afternoon by the , making preparations to procure nom- ts an annual affair, always a home i but the fortnightly smoker was con] celled on account of the blizzard.
When the Civilian Conservation Boys and Girls Club of Tillson ave- '
ination papers—the first of next gathering. Considerable fun was
Corps developed into a forestry nue at the home of Mrs. Jennie Allen
Late at night there came an SOS.
when the five preliminary call from Matchmaker Hamlin whose
army of 300,000 men, engaged in 60 Wilson. Fifty members of the club, month signing can begin—there is caused
. . A
. .. , .
, . .
PERCALES
BATH TOWELS
different lines of activity there reported, and the guests numbered ,alBO taUc ol the P°ss-bmtles for the studsnts told of their struggles in ob- car was stuck In a drift beyond Cen
Large 22x44 inch Bath Towels. extra quality,
Short lengths, last color Percales; 36 inches
around
30.
The
Christmas
tree
was
next
Council.
‘
a,nd
*
artl
'
les
**
^avenger
were many persons curious to see
ter Lincolnville, with a broken axle.
fa t eotor harden; 29c to 39c value: slightly
wide
soiled.
The councilors are nominated by, 11111 _ 'n' - *n‘lrB e
"° P‘g. Several pugilists booked for the pro
how the experiment would work ot unusual beauty, the decorations
0
•
• gram, were on board, and all are very
10c per yard
out, and not a few of them were .done by Dorothy Widdecomb. Doris' the legislative delegations of the ''1‘ r °PP t
19c each
grateful to Mr. and Mrs. Leigh Miller
skeptical, to say the least. We now Flood and Eleanor Rich. Room deco- J county entitled to the same and then i
B
__________ .
crust of bread and was answered that of Poor's Mills who furnished them
have the authority of Robert rations were also very lovely—Christ- 1 by the general Republican caucus.
if needed, as much would be done for with shelter and aid. The town plow
Pechner, director of emergency mas greens, candles, etc., and one
Of the seven members to be chosen
“MERODE” TUCKS
BLANKETS
towed the disabled automobile to Lin
conservation work, that lasting room was given over to a color next time in only one county does 1 her.
Full size, double blanket*; plaids, a'l rotors.
Or Snuggles and Vests of > ilk and wool; all sbei
Tire
fireman's
red
shirt
wes
found
colnville Center.
benefits for future generations have scheme of red. white and blue. Gilts there appear likely to be a contest,
$1.49 per pair
59c and 69c
Rookie Wright, who cares for 14
been "wrought in millions of acres ; contributed by the Congregational This is in Waldo which is of the liftn and the policeman's billy obtained,
of the nation'stimberland. Turn- j Sunday’ school were distributed, also district composed of Waldo, Lincoln, with the boast—"you need not be in cows, hoofed It through the snowdrifts
ing toactualfigures,the director
J candy bags from the Rounds Mothers Hancock and Knox. The councilor a hurry to return it"—why do we to his home near Belfast In order that
SPECIAL—One lot of High Grade Blankets, values up to $10.00 per pair;
showed that the 300.000 men under class of the same church, and the from the district is Forrest H. Bond |have
In such a model locailty
the animals might not suffer, and
slightly soiled. To be closed out at a very low price.
his command spent 400.000 man- children were acquainted with the of Lincoln. He will retire at the end or is {he business of the force rm
should get a big hand when he re
days fighting forest fires, planted gift of the Outing Club—a check to of his present term, when Waldo will by—mere is done with sugar, etc, etc. appears in the local ring.
J. SIMONTON CO.r
trees on more than 25.000 acres purchase needed articles of clothing, take its turn. I asked a Waldo County Dr. Foss contributed his socks—w o e
Hamlin did not arrive home until
Mrs. Hope Brewster told the ever man who was looking for the place at that, even if he uas told ones wit
2 o'clock this morning. When warm
and started plantings of 50.000
The world's costliest tobacco shop i British Empire Building in New i he pays an annual rental
weather comes again, and his remarks is that run by Alfred Dunhill in the I York's Rockefeller Center for which | *2.060.000.
more, completed disease control beautiful Christmas story, and there and his answer was that so far as he holes would do. Four trips to r.
work on 1.675,000 acres, and rodent was also carol singing, in the candle- I could find out, there were half a Ellingwoods office for his con u- thaw out the good residents of Lin vw
dozen.
| tion to a very successful hunt.
colnville had better stuff cotton in
control work on another 3.566,918. light service.
Cocoa, sartdwiches. fancy cookies a
Prominently mentioned in connecSaturday evening the lovely voices their ears.
More than 800,000 acres were sub
The postponed smoker will take
ject to pest control operations, and domino cake and ice cream were I tion with the place are Dr. O. S. | ot the Knox County Men s Chorus
47,459 were gone over to eradicate served by a group ot friends headed Vickery of Belfast, member of the ring carols to the patients. This put place next Tuesday night, barring
poisonous plants. Workers con by Miss Gladys Biethen and Mrs. Republican State Committee. Dr. A the men patients in a perfect holiday . more blizzards.
Small of Freedom a former mem- mcod and bravely they asked, are
structed 12,671 miles of trails, 4 229 Dorothy Lawrence. Others making
bridges and 68.000 soil erosion possible this celebration were the t*1- of the Senate and Horace Mar- smeking restrictions off for the holt- BASKETBALL BATTLES
dams. Stands of timber have been auxiliaries of Ralph Ulmer Camp. den of the town of Waldo- who also day?" They were. The wards an
The Rockport Aces staged a third
dining rooms of the hospital were
improved, erosion of land checked, and Huntley-Hill Post, their repre- has had legislative experience.
period rally in Rockport Tuesday
sentatives
being
Mrs.
Myra
Watts.
H
ts
a
utUe
tarly
now
t0
My
wh0
rrettUy
decorated-and
although
the
ranges for the great livestock in
night and nearly cverfook thc quintet
dustry improved and recreational Mrs. Laura Ranlett and Mr. and Mrs. thc chanctB favor- but u 13 of interest material was not exactly the result
from Houlton High. The flash ended
Bentley
-hat
of
the
present
Waldo
delegation
cf
a
scavenger
party,
not
a
cent
lor
facilities for the public multiplied.
Mrs.' Wilson is deeply
touched by ot fiV€" but two'
° HUls 01 «coratlons was £pent ** 0,6 hospl' there, however, and the boys from
The value of national and State
___ _ _______
Aroostook came off the floor with a
forests and our national parks has the generous and co-operative spirit Northport and Roy L. Femald oi tai.
been greatly enhanced. An item shown in the community in the work w‘nterport. are Republicans. Should* There being no contra reason every lead of eight points. It remained for
WE WISH YOU ALL A VERY
one of the Aces to be the high scorer,
not named by the director is the Of her boys and girls. The kindnesses :he sjme Sltuatlon Prevail next time
enjoycd a turkey dil®er'
that honor going to Richards, who is
great physical benefit derived by i done have been so many that an in this or some other Republican pair dietary department outdid itself.
credited with 12 points as against 10
the workers. Healthful outdoor dividual expression of thanks is im would have the naming of the coun- 1 Visiting time was extended and then
fo- Lambert, who was high man for
work coupled with a semblance of possible. so she takes this way to say cilor. It is conceivable that they finally Christmas night—all was
Houlton. Thc summary:
military training has accomplished "thank you" and a Happy New Year might not agree on the same man. quiet—visitors gone—patients settled
Houlton High
BUY SATURDAY FOR TWO DAYS—WE WILL BE CLOSED MONDAY,
marvels for the men. and when to everyone who contributed to the in which case the nomination would and only the night nurses stirringOPP
go
to
the
district.
—
Fred
K.
Owen
in
that
great
army
of
young
women
in
they take their place again in their success and happiness of this group.
NEW YEARS DAY
4
the Sunday Telegram.
all thc hospitals of the world, with Adams, If ................ 12
normal occupations it will be with
It is not amiss to add a word com
___________
1 all the heart throbs of home covered Cleveland, rf .......... 1
improved fitness for their tasks.
,i
mending the splendid work being
Get your swing frames for those under a mask of duty—like other Lambert, c ____ ...... 3
ENJOY A NEW ENGLAND BOILED DINNER
done by Mrs. Wilson, who gives her
0
8
Christmas Photos at Gregory's Pic- watches of the night, they fulfill in Bamford, lg ______ 4
As a result cf the confab in Au
self heart and soul to promoting the ture & Framing Shop. 406 Main St., a large measure the true spirit of Harrlen, rg ______ 3
NEWLY CORNED BONELESS
0
6
gusta Tuesday a tacit agreement
interests of these boys and girls. To over’erie Hardware Co. Tel. 254 — Christmas.
was reached not to lay hands on
her. these young folks are her own. adv.
Totals ________ 12
6
30
• |
Ellen C Daly, superintendent
liquor shipped into the State unless
and if there be any doubt on the mat
Rockport Aces
it is intended for sale. Among the
.
----------------------ter, conviction will come by seeing
O . F
P
advocates of that proposition were
her among them, hearing their ex
R. Crockett, rg____ 10
2
William R. Pattangall. chief justice
29 01. Can
pressions of affection and seeing their
lb 06c
NEWLY CORNED MIDDLE RIB,
Erickson, lg ......0
0
0
of the Maine Supreme Court,
acts of devotion.
Ladd,
c
____
....
12
4
speaking as a private citizen; and
BEST CUTS
Richards, rf ______ 5
2
12
Clyde R. Chapman, attorney gen
BASKETS FOR EIGHTY
Graffam,
If
_
_____
12
4
eral. The sheriffs and county at
Nash, If ................... 0
0
0
torneys who participated in the

SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK

HAPPY NEW YEAR

BRISKET or
THICK RIB,

PORK and
BEANS

Lb.

10c

CHUCK ROAST

discussion were in an acquiescent
mood , and Rev. Frederick W.
Smith, superintendent of the Maine
Civic League, is quoted as saying
that there will be no attempt to
break the Murchie law down until
"there are some abuses. While it is
fair to assume that the majority of
shipments into Maine will be of a
legitimate character—as fixed by
the new law—it would be absurd to
think that there will not be manystanding ready to take instant ad
vantage of the privilege. To the
extent that the law is violated will
be determined the amount of oppo
sition it will receive. With ship
ments permitted for private use,
and with resubmission in the offing
probably favorable to the abolition
of Maine's prohibitory law, it is
difficult to see where disgruntled
"wets" have much kick coming.

Result Of Salvation Army's Hard
Work In the Holiday Season

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
We wish at this time to impress
our heartiest thanks and sincere
appreciation for all help rendered at
Christmas and for the funds that;
kept the "kettles boiling." We also
wish to thank those who sent per
sonal checks through the mail and
appreciate the kindness of the busi
ness men in allowing us to place the
small boxes in their stores.
Then comes Perry's Market Asso
ciation which donated quite a lot. of
foodstuffs, also Perry's store and
by reason of this combined generosi
ty, we are pleased to report that, th'.1
Salvation Army was able to play the
part of Santa Claus in the distri
bution of 80 well-filled baskets to the
poor and needy of this community, ,
every case being thoroughly investi
gated.
Does the Salvation Army believe
in a personal Christianity? Ask
some of the poor unfortunates who
tell us that had it not been for the
Salvation Army and the distribution
ot baskets made possible by the gen
erosity of the local public, they ■
would have had no Christmas at all.
We sincerely hope that all who
have helped us will realize that our
work does not come to a finish at ■
Christmas time, but goes on continu
ally in our endeavor to

The new City Government swings
into action next Monday and has
an imposing task cut out for itself
if it is to meet up with the expecta
tions of the taxpayers whose
emphatic verdict placed it there.
The election of city officials will be
scarcely more than incidental, but
for the time being will probably
occupy the center of the stage.
Four offices have been mentioned
where a change is said to be likely,
but Mayor-elect Thurston, some
what inclined to keep his own coun
cil may conclude to keep the old
the perishing, care for the
guard which has remained in office ■Rescue
dying.
the past two years by virtue of the Snatch them ln pity from sin and the
grave.
fact that a Democratic mayor had Weep o’er the erring on. lift up the
fallen.
the appointing power, and the re Tell them
of Jesus the mighty to save."
fusal cf thc Republican council to
Wc wish all a very bright and ’
confirm the appointments merely prosperous New Year.
meant tnat those who were in office
Ensign and Mrs. Thomas Hand.
stayed there. We hear that there
Rockland, Dec. 27.
is a strong desire to eliminate poli
tics from the approaching adminis
A TAXPAYER WONDERS
tration, and work for the public
welfare. This is highly commend Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
able and has the endorsement of
I read the following despatch in a |
every good citizen. At the same Portland paper:
time it will be interesting to note
"Warden Raymond E. Thurston's
the extent to which this spirit of 266 guests at the Maine State Prison
altruism will resolve itself in the j enjoyed a turkey dinner with all the
so-called "distribution of plums."
fixin's, mashed squish, turnip and I
potatoes, cranberry sau:e and apple
Christmas shoppers who daily
, Pie-"
passed the Salvation Army kettles
I wonder if the folks at the City
felt duly sorty for the men and Farm fared as well.
A Taxpayer.
women who tended them on the cold
st army days of which this winter
TIIE PRESIDENT'S TAXES
has been so prolific, but had each
Presidents of thc United States are
passer-by dropped in one cent er
two,, to say nothing of an easily exempt from paying income tax on
spared nickel, it would have reward their salary as head of the nation. !
ed those who were inak'ng th" sac They pay taxes on all other income ,
rifice and greatly extended the i as well as on real and personal pro
Christmas effort in which the Sal perty.
vation Arm’.' was engaged With
the destitute. It is a lesson which
the proceeds, supplemented by
we should all carry into another
private aid, the Army was able this
holiday season, and place those
season to distribute 80 well filled
pennies and nickels where they
Christmas baskets—Christmas cheer
will do so much good.
which can ba understood only by

the car speak
for itself
7Z»

I

Totals ________ 8
Referee. Collamore
• • • •

6

22

Thoma .:on High

Anderson. If ____
Jacobs, rf _______
Delano, c
...........
Perry, c ...................
Stackpole, lg .......
Johnson, rg..............

OFF
l
1
3
15
7
2
0
4
1
1
3
4
' 1
9
Oil
9

Total,

9

27

Houlton High
O

HUNDREDS of thousands of people now own

and drive Ford V-8 cars. Some neighbor or

friend of yours has one. If we told you what we

think of the car, you might say we are prejudiced,

so we let the car and its owner tell you.
Economy of operation is one of the first points

they will emphasize—the owner will boast of it

Herron, rg............
DeEanford, lg .........
D. Lambert, c .....
W. Lambert, c........
Cleveland, rf ............
Adams, if ■.................
[ Fitzpatrick, if ..........

and that was our best car up to its time. The new
car is more beautiful — faster — more powerful
— gives more miles to the gallon — better oil

economy—is easier riding—cheaper to own and
operate than any car we ever built.

You owe it to yourself and your pocketbook to
ask our Ford Dealer to let you see this car, and
let you drive it for yourself. At the wheel of the

car you will be sure to reach a right decision. The
Ford V-8 will tell you its own story.

NEW

FORD V- 8
for

1934

A REAL LOW PRICE

OCR FAMOUS

,

«

Sausage PatEes“ LBS1

“BARGAINS”
STEWING BEEF

4

STEWING LAMB

1

Lb. 10c
MEATY

ll5c-10c

MEDOMAK
Mrs. Arvilla Martin went to May
nard, Mass., last Friday to spend
Christmas with her daughter Mrs.
Arthur Sullivan.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman
were guests of Mrs. Shuman's par
ent.";, Capt. and Mrs. Maloney in
Cushing Christmas Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Prior and
daughter Shirley who have been
visiting their daughter Mrs. Goldie"
Cha,.wick in Friendship have re
turned home.
Mrs. Calvin Simmons of Poit
Clyde is in town, called by the seri
ous illness of her father George W.
Prior.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Osier and chil
dren spent Christmas with Mrs.
Osier's parents Mr. and Mrs. Willis
I Hilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Willey .were
I guests of Mrs. Willey's sister, Mrs.
Clarence Eugley at Waldoboro
Christmas Day.
Mrs. Freeman Collamore, Mrs. Wil
lis Hilton, Mrs. Oren McLain and
Mrs. Lewis Osier were in Augusta
last Tuesday.

lb 14c

I.B.

“TIIE BEST FOR BABY"

26

Houlton High plays in Camden to
night. and the result will furnish an
interesting line on the relative
strength of Camden and Thomaston.

RUMP ROAST,

SCHUMACHER HEALTH FLOUR,
bag 23c
CORN MEAL,
5 lb. bag 21c
SUPER-MIX SALAD DRESSING,
quart 25c
FORMOSA OOLONG TEA,
lb 17c
MACARONI-SPAGHETTI,
4 pkgs 25c
BULK DATES,
2 lbs 25c
BREAD AND BUTTER PICKLES,
jar 19c
HULLED CORN,
3 cans 25c
FANCY RICE, pound packages,
3 for 25c
ARMOUR’S FLOTILLA SOAP,
5 cakes 25c
JOHNSON BEANS,
2 quarts 27c
SWIFT’S WOOL SOAP,
5 cakes 25c
DOYLE’S DOG FOOD,
3 cans 25c
FREE RUNNING SALT,
4 boxes 19c

PORK ROASTS, lb.

PIG LIVER

11

lb 15c

HAMS

SOUP BONES,
Total.
Referee: Wotton.

BONELESS RIB,

Boneless, Wasteless

1
1

3
1
0

07c

lb

BONELESS POT, lb 12c

HAMBURG STEAK

and the car will prove it.
The 1934 car is even better than the 1933 —

SECOND CUTS,

T omaston 27, Houlton 26

The Houlton High basketeers again
found Thomaston a stumbling block
last night, for after cleaning up the
Rockport Aces hand-ly on the previ
ous night they were obliged to take
the count on the Thomaston court.
The visitors lost by only one point,
to be sure, and can find slim consoia| tion from the fact that fouls beat
them and not goals from the floor.
Stackpole led in the scoring. The
summary:

9/

Lb

BEEF LIVER, 2

LBS

LARSON’S
VEGETABLES

25c

CAN

< 10c

STEAKS
SIRLOIN STEAK,
ROUND STEAK,
RUMP STEAK,
CUBE STEAK,

"b

lb
lb
lb
lb

25c
18c
25c
20c

~

GELATINE,

O

FOR THOSE PANCAKES

LOG CABIN
SYRUP,

.

ROYAL

packages

* /C

The Famous “Double Action”
BAKING
POWDER

bot.

lb

29c

t*INOPO*^

3 GRAPE-NUTS

Package

Jlahket

EVERYTHING

TO

EAT

’

16/

c fj

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 28—Diligent Dames meet with Mrs.
A. C. Jones.
Jan. I—New Year’s Day.
Jan. 1—Organization of new City Gov
ernment.
Jan. 5—Rubinstein Club presents pro
gram entitled. "The Moderns In Music
and Verse."
Jan 5 (7J5)—Gov. Brann addresser
Woman's Educational Club at G. A. R.
hall.
Jan. 6—Naval Academy examinations
at Rockland postofflee.
Jan 10—Unlversallst Mission Circle
meets with Mrs. Etta Stoddard
Jan. 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.

GREGORY’S

WEATHER

With the temperature 10 degrees
below zero, and drifts piled 10 feet
high ln some places these are what we
presume some folks would call the
"good old times." The morning
broadcast said it Would be a little
wanner tonight, an# then sent new
shivers racing up and down our spine
by saying that it would be colder
again tomorrow night The fact that
it is to be fair tomorrow doesn't take
the chill out of the air.

Supt. Eaton announces that the St.
Georges River beacon, which was de
stroyed, will be rebuilt.
A majority of the local stores have >
indicated their intention to close
Monday—New Years Day.

Walter Weeks of the Eastern Steam
ship staff fell on the slippery sidewalk of Tillson avenue yesterday,
breaking one of his ankles. He is
at Knox Hospital.

When the clock strikes the mid
night hour Sunday night the rollers
will begin turning at the Spanish
Villa rink. The midnight party at
Christmas time had 200 in attend
ance, and this record may be broken
at the big New Years party. Tonight
is ladles' night.

On account of the severe snow
storm, the Salvation Army Sunday
school entertainment' planned for,
Tuesday evening, was called off, and
will be held Friday night at 7
o'clock. All taking part in the pro
Claremont Commandery hold;; a gram will please remember the date
and the time.
slated ccnclave Monday night.
Ensign Thomas Hand expressed
Direct wire service is today being
his heartiest thanks and sincere ap
installed in the McDougall-Ladd
preciation to the editor of The Cou
office by the Postal Telegraph Co.
rier-Gazette. and the stall of the
same, for the publicity which it
Lloyd N. Benner and family have
gave to the Salvation Army in its
taken apartments in the Mrs. Louise
drive and Christmas work; and
Bliss Miller house, Church street,
wishes the best of success and pros
Waldoboro.
perity for the newspaper in the com
ing year of 1934.
Sleighs and horse sleds are now
having their innings, and there la
The executive board of the Home
real significance to that popular for Aged Women expresses appre
Christmas song "Jingle Bells.”
ciation for the many favors shown
during the holiday season. Special
With yesterday's wind blowing a mention is made of the Thanksgiv
living gale it wasn't, much use to ing dinner given by members of the
"shovel out.” And some of us are former Rockland City Club, which
rather opposed to it on general prin though not now in existence has kept
up its annual custom. To the
ciples.
American Legion for the Christmas
The American Legion smoker which dinner, and Fred Jameson of North
was extinguished by Tuesday night's Warren for apples. So many have
blizzard will take place the comings been thc remembrances it is impos
Tuesday night—bigger and better sible to mention each one individu
than ever.
ally. but an expression of general
thanks is made to everyone who has
Huntley-Hill Auxiliary, with Post contributed in some way to the hap
invited, is having a Joke Christmas piness and welfare of the home and
tree at the hall Friday at 7.30. Mem its members.
bers are asked to take a 10-cent gift.
Refreshments will be served.
Golden Rod Chapter held a
Christmas observance, an address of
A minister on his knees on the significance on “The Star in the
Limerock street sidewalk attracted East," given by Rev. H. R. Winchenthe attention of a few observers baugh who brought forth his well
Tuesday. Light snow on a glare of known eloquence for he occasion.
ice was responsible for his meek There was carol singing by the as
ness.
semblage and selections by the
quartet composed of S. T. Constan
Dr. Dana S. Newman received an tine, Dr. J. A. Richan, Mrs. Vivia.i
interesting gift on his birthday Hewett and Mrs. Hazel Atwood.
Tuesday in the form of a brand new Mrs. Atwood and Myron Young also
baby boy. which was promptly chris presented solos. The meeting was
tened Carl. The popular dentist was preceded by circle supper in charge
receiving all kinds of congratula of Mrs. Carrie Wlnchenbaugh. A
tions yesterday.
delightful feature of the supper
hour were the selections given by
George W. Phillips, taximan is Richard Marsh, violin; Richard
confined to his home on Pleasant Karl, guitar; and Grant Davie,
street with a rheumatic attack, but piano. So enthusiastically were the
at last accounts was rather getting young musicians received that they
the upper hands of it. Meantime ■were called upon to deliver their
"Young George" is efficiently navi repertoire, adding now and then
gating the bus in addition to his snatches of song. This trio just be
duties as head bellman at The ginning to make public appearances
Thorndike.
is making a real hit. It was an
nounced that the Chapter had dis
The Christmas party at the Span tributed about. 50 Christmas baskets
ish Villa Monday night is added to to the sick and shut-in.' The meet
thc many successes achieved by ing of Jan. 12 will have election of
Manager Allen since he opened that officers, and Mrs. Eva Green will be
roller emporium a year ago. The supper chairman.
joke Christmas tree contained a
BORN
small million of gifts, and the
i fkaters found themselves victims of NEWMAN—At Rockland. Dec 28 to Dr.
and Mrs. Dana S. Newman, a son. Carl.
some very clever “hits." Tonight is
ladies night, and other festivities
MARRIED
STOVER-WALTZ—At West Waldoboro.
will be duly announced.

Overcoats!
These garments are better value than you will be
able to duplicate for years to come. All you need do
is to see these quality coats—feel the supple fronts,
the substantial woolens, to recognize that this is value
with a capital letter. Note the tailoring, the expensive
details, the new colorings. Raglans, box models,
Chesterfields, in varied weights for varied weather
—36 to 42.

NOTICE—We shall have no January Sale. The
condition in the market makes it impossible to replace
goods at the present price. The values we are now
showing will be impossible to replace.

GREGORY’S

AL’S BARBER SHOP
284 Main Street,

Rockland

Opp. Studley Furniture Store

Specializing in Ladies’ Haircuts
100 Per Cent Sanitary
EXPERT OPERATORS
AL. PLOCRD, Prop.

148*lt

PENTTILA’S
83 Main Street - A

Thomaston, Me.
First Quality Rail Hand Rubbers
with Leather Tops

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney
and Counsellor at Law
NOW LOCATED AT 414 MAIN ST.
OVER F. J. SIMONTON CO.
NOTARY PVilLIC

150-tf

Raloh Fowler has passed the State
Board of Referees and now becomes a
full fledged basketball referee who
will probably be in action on several
courts during the present season. He
took the written examination in Wa
terville. and in addition refereed an
actual game. Mr. Fowler starred in
High School basketball, and subse
quently on the Higgins Classical team
and his “frat" team at Colby College.
He will make an excellent official for
the Central Board.

Rev. Douglas Hill Robbins who
I was ordained as pastor at the First
Universalist Church in New Haven
j Dec. 17, is a son of Dr. and Mrs. C.
Guy Robbins of Lawrence, Mass.,
who summer at ‘‘Juniper Lodge,"
Camden. The service was a beaui tiful and impressive one, especially
the prayer and aot of ordination
from father to son. Rev. Douglas
Robbins is a graduate of Tufts, has
traveled abroad, and for the past.
: four years has been assistant to Dr.
Theodore A. Fischer of the First
Universalist Church, New Haven.
Rev. Douglas Robbins received
unanimous call to the First Univer
salist Church in Lowell, Mass, five
weeks ago, and has entered upon his
new pastorate under most auspicious
i circumstances.

TO CLOSE OUT

Saturday, December 30
Before Stock Taking

COATS
$15.00 Coats

$1250
$29.50 Coats

$1950

and

DRESSES
For Women
and Misses

SPORT AND
DRESS COATS
1,1

$49.50 Coats

$2950
$58.00 Coats

$4250

DRESSES MARKED DOWN
40 MISSES’ AND WOMEN’S DRESSES, reg. 5.95

q AC

Choice of smart silk dresses or wools, to wear right now
and good for a longtime to come. Regularly priced
to 85 95.

/

35 MISSES’ AND WOMEN’S SILK DRESSES,

5.00

Also wool frocks. Were priced to $1050.

8 SILK AND WOOLS, regular $14.95

$79.50 Coats

$5950

Some half sizes.

• 30 SILK OR WOOLS, regular $14.95

6.95
10.50

CLEARANCE OF CHILDREN’S COATS
$89.50 Coats

$6950

Regular $3.95 Coats,
Regular $9.50 Coats,
Regular $12.50 Coats,

$4.95
750
9.50

SENTER CRANE. COMPANY_______________________________
The next meeting of Lady Knox
Chapter. DA.R, will be at the Cen
tral Maine rooms Jan. 1 at 2.30 p. m.
Each member is privileged to invite
one guest to be admitted at 2.45.
Illustrated lantern slides will bc
shown by the management. The com
mittee appointed for this meeting will
serve at a later date.

MISS GRACE A. STETSON

NEARING NINETY MARK

STRAND THEATRE

Miss Grace A. Stetson. 53. a native
Charlotte Henry, the fortunate
of Warren but employed as a book young lady who won the coveted role
keeper In Portland until her health of "Alice" in Paramount's “Alice in
failed, died in that city Dec. 8 Con
Wonderland," from more than 7000
fined to her chair for 15 years by arth
ritis, Miss Stetson endeavored to sup applicants entered in that company's
port herself by taking magazine sub- international search, will be seen Fi ircriptions and making small articles day. As “Alice/’ Carroll's immortal
Another milestone almost ln view.
And I'm a year older. It ts true;
for sale. Her sweet patience and hercine, Charlotte Henry encounters
Bent, wrinkled and thin, my age la
The W.C.T.U. met Friday at thc
cheerfulness through extreme suffer- in the film the same experiences met
told.
Home for Aged Women, with Miss
For soon I'll be elghty-nlne years old.
ing have endeared her in the memory i thc
But tj,e screen Alice has
Would I be younger? To live life o'er?
Ernestine Getchell, matron, as
No. I might do no better than before.
of innumerable friends. Far from be- 0M up on the book-girl. because all
I'm
only
waiting
to
hear
Him
call.
hostess. A Christmas program ar
Trusting His mercy who pardons us
moaning her lot, her sympathies and the cj,cssmen> Father William and
ranged by Mrs. Kat.? Brawn includall.
Interests were ever with others and a the cherhlre Pat and all the other
Miss
Walker
writes
that
she
has
chorus singing of “Joy to the
visit to her sickroom was an inspira- ; famous Carroll figures are portrayed
World,” reading. "The Country Doc- made and tacked quite a few quilts,
in the picture by favorite Hollywood
tor' by Seth Parker, Mrs. Faith Cal- ! ar.d passes much of her time ln sewHer cheerful disposition and keen ctars. Among the more important
lahan; song. "Silent Night." Margaret ing and reading Although happily
sense of humor, together with a genu screen stars appearing ln "Alice In
Rogers and Grace Clancy; recita- situated, she never forgets her ine interest in people, won for her
Wonderland" are Richard Arlen,
tion, “Judea's Hills," Olive Clancy; friends and former pupils in Rock- lasting friendships. She was fond of
Roeco Ates, Gary Cooper, Leon Errol,
a Christmas Legend, told by Mrs. L.: land.
music and possessed considerable Louise Fazenda, W. C. Fields, Skeets
G. Perry; solo, "O Little Town of
musical ability. Miss Stetson was a [ ,!anagher. Cary Grant. Raymond
Bethlehem." Margaret Rogers; the
WEST WALDOBORO
member of the Stetson Kindred ot j Hatton, Edward Everett Horton. Rosstory of a Christmas picture, told by j Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Waltz of
America. the International Sunshine I coe Rams, Baby LeRoy, Mae Marsh,
Mrs. Nellie McKay; chorus singing. | Michigan are visiting his mother I Society and the First Baptist Church ‘ Polly Moran jack Oakie, Edna May
"Hark, the Herald Angels Sing." A*. Mrs. Fannie Waltz.
of Portland. For several years she o;ivpr May Robson. Charlie Ruggles,
the close of the program gifts were
Miss Marjorie Gross of Waldoboro had made her home with Miss May Allscn skipwOrth. Ned Sparks and
distributed to members of the home.\ spent Monday evening with Miss Ward at 89 Prospect street, who cared 1 Ford sterling.
J Eleanor Winchenbach.
and a delightful hour enjoyed.
for her almost as a sister.
. "smoky." which comes Saturday is
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Vannah are
Thc motto on thc Stetson English ' ^he story of a horse whose vicious
One of the most unique organiza receiving congratulations on the birth coat of arms truly typified her life, natred of men brands him a killer.
During the course of his life, he be
tions to tour the city Christmas Eve of a son last Thursday. Mrs. Hud "Vlrtus nobllltate omnes ”
son Eugley is caring for mother and
She is survived by a sister-in-law, friends only one man, the man that
was the ten-piece “German Band.”
child.
Mrs. Abbie Stetson, and a niece, Miss has tamed and understood him. The
directed by Mrs Emma Harvie, the
Bert Winchenbach of South Wal Mildred Stetson of Thomaston friendship of the man and animal is
music being arranged bv her for this doboro spent Sunday at the home Prayer was offered in Portland and J so great, that when "Smoky" is stolen,
Dee 18. bv Rev E R Greene. Walter occasion
Dressea ln appropriate of Walter Kaler.
funeral services held from the Bap his friend puts everything aside, in
Stover ot Boothbay and Miss Marlon ;
Waltz oi West Waldoboro. iCorrec-1 costume, not overlooking tne red,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchen tist Church at Warren. Interment cluding his love for his sweetheart, to
tion.|
'
’
noses, this little band played carols bach. Clyde Winchenbach, Mr. and was in the family lot ln that town.— go ln search of his friend. In the
FALES-RIDGWELL — At Camden. Dee.
25. by Rev. Albert E Luce. Ernest C. until a very late hour and strains oi , Mrs Alton Winchenbach and four Portland Telegram.
years that follow, “Smoky" attains
Fales and Mrs. Mary Rldgwell. both ot
their music entered into many homes. chlldren and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey taining several of her friends. Tne the reputation of the famous "cougar"
Camden. •
A 2?Rb^u\PT ChNSr-AMRr^k'and' n*c I Whik playing at the eornEr of Orace ) Winchenbach and two daughters evening was spent in playing games. of the rodeos, and then sinks to the
Jamin L. Andrews of Rockland and IClsa an^ Broad streets an unexpected spent Christmas Day with Mr. and Ice cream, cake and candy were depths of a junk man's cart horse,
Dorothy E. Perkin, ot Thomaston.
pleasure was given them by the ap- Mrg
Vannah at South Walabused and forgotten.—adv.
served.
pearance of old Santa Claus himse'f doboro .
DIED
,
, dancing down over thc icy hill. He
Mrs. Franl! David has returned
CAMERON—At Union. Dec. 27
A wife of James Cameron aged 84 1 stopped long enough to offer his ap
from Attleboro, Mass.
years. 8 months, 9 days. Funeral Sat
plause and tell them they were do
urday at 2 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spear and son
MANK—At Rbckland. Dec 28. Mrs. Eliza ing a wonderful work. That their
of Winslow's Mills spent the holiday
J. Mank. widow of Marcus Mank. aged
90 years. 3 months. 17 days. Funeral music was greatly enjoyed was shown at Hudson Eugley’s.
Sunday at 2 o'clock from 43 Thomas by the hearty applause, the extra
ton street.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of
KALL—At Waldoboro. Dec. 20, Jennie R , blinking of the house lights, the toot Worcester, Mass., spent Christmas
widow of Lewis B. Hall, formerly ot ing of auto horns and the personal
Philadelphia.
with Mrs. Sheffield's parents Mr. and
appearances of the householders
CARD OF THANKS
thanking them for their fine music. Mrs. Thomas Kuhn.
We wish to thank our friends and
School closed last Friday for one
neighbors for the kindness shown us They furnished entertainment for
during our bereavement, for the use of
week vacation. On the last day of
several
parties
that
were
being
held,
cars, beautiful floral tributes, etc. We
also express thanks to the Camden Com much to the enjoyment of the guests, school a Christmas program was
munity Hospital, nurses and Dr J.
Carswell. Jr.
at other places they were invited in given, at which many parents were
Mr and Mrs. George W Butler, Jr.
present. At t.he close of thc program,
and family, Mr. and Mrs. George W and treated on cake, candy and other
Butler, Sr: and Mr and Mrs O. P. Jack- goodies which was much appreciated. gifts from the well laden tree were
son.
Rockport.
• At the finish of their tour a nice hot distributed. The success of this pro
the interest of
lunch was awaiting them at Mrs. gram was due
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
the
teacher
Mrs.
Arlene
Hoffses.
Harvie's
home,
rounding
out
an
eveWhereas, our Heavenly Father has
seen fit to remove from our midst our ning of pleasure for the band as well
A quiet wedding took place Mon
beloved sister Sarah Starrett. therefore
as many others. Mrs. Harvie will take day evening, Dec. 18, at the home
be It resolved.
small weekly deposit insures a substan
That In the death of Sister Starrett.
Warren Grange has lost a true and faith her “German Band" on tour New of Mrs. Fannie Waltz, when her
ful member.
Years Eve and will be glad to play daughter Marlon was united in mar
tial fund of extra money next December. Decide
That we members of Warren Grange
will ever cherish a tender memory of outside the homes of shut-ins or any riage to Walter Stover of Boothbay,
our sister.
, how much you want — then call and enroll in
That we extend sympathy to the mem ethers who would enjoy hearing them. the ceremony performed by Rev. E. ■
bers of the family, and commend them Telephone Mrs. Harvie at her home R. Greene.
to Him who doeth all things well.
the class of membership that suits your needs.
That as a tribute of respect to our be and' enjoy tome of thc old-time tunes
Byron Nash of Friendship was at
loved sister our charter be draped for
as well as hymns befitting thc oc ] Aaron Nash's Saturday.
thirty days.
That a copy of these resolutions be casion.
Miss Ida Winchenbach spent Tues
spread on our records.
That one be sent to the bereaved
day
evening with Miss Madelyn i
family and one to The Courier-Gazette
for publication.
i Walter at North Waldoboro.
"When through Ood's eternal bounty
Eleanor, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.;
She shall reign with Him above
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
And will dwell with Christ forever
Dewey Winchenbach celebrated her!
In the land of light and love?'
I twelfth birthday Dec. 18 by enter-I
Emma Norwood. Oertrude Starrett,

At Gregory's Picture & Framing
Shop, 40(5 Main St., over Crie Hard
ware Co. you will find some excep
tional values ln framed pictures also
complete line of swing frames, both
single and double. Tel. 254.—adv. • Mary Pease, Committee on Resolutions.

Miss Louise Walker, a long valued
teacher in the Rockland schools, now
located at 1275 Wesley avenue. Pasa
dena, Calif., remembered several of
her relatives and friends as her 89th
birthday draws near today with this
verse:

tion.

READ THE ADS
tnl
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE^

WARREN

Mrs. Ella Bond and Miss Alice
Mis Clara French of Lincolnville
Bond of Jefferson were dinner guests Beach was a recent guest of George |
Christmas Day of Mrs. Margaret Teague.
5
2
9
5
b
8
1
7
Bond
Guests over thc weekend of Rev.
Miss Edith Levensaler has re- and Mrs Howard A. Welch were Mi.
10
II
turned from South Elliott where and Mrs. Leland Cargill.
o
W
W 19
IZ
13
15
. he spent the holiday with her parB>‘ error the name of Priscilla
W
cuts Mr. and Mrs. Atwood Leven Hastings was omitted from the list
of pupils of Hinckley Corner school
Ib
saler.
having perfect attendance the past
Elliott P'.’njer of Jenkintown. Pa.,
20 21
term.
18
17
19
ha? been spending a few days with
The Sons of Union Veterans
relatives In town.
Auxiliary met Tuesday for the an
22
25
29
Mus Celia Cro:s. a teacher ln the nual Chrlstma' dinner, followed by
d
chools of Lovell, is spending her va a short business meeting and the ]
i
cation with her mother Mrs. Coia Chrt£tmas
which bore a gift fori
3^
2b
27
Nash.
each one present. David White, son
28 29
30 31
32
□cod Luck Rebekah Lodge will of Mr and Mrs A w white acted
34
hold its regular meeting Tuesday as Santa claus
35
, ve-ing. The entertainment will be
Mr ard
Parker McKellar had
: in charge of Mrs. Bessie Benner, 1 as holiday dinner guests Sidney
3b
Mi Grata Kennedy and MrsOer'- wyllle of Warren and Mrs. Callie
i7
39
90
rud? Benner. All members are Morrln 0( Rockland,
Ml
92
urged to be present.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mcellar en- .
95
99
95
William G. Reed who has been tertained Mr. and Mrs. Clement L. I
spending several weeks ln Phlladel- Moody of Thomaston, Clement C. |
Ub
nhia has returned and is staying at Moody and daughter Miss Betty '
97
Stahl's Tavern.
Moody of Warren and William WllMr. and Mrs. Carl C. Becker and liams of Rockland Monday evening.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) , VERTICAL (Cont)
37-A salt containing
15-Soon
1-Humane
yTang sen Billv of Portland were Ice cream and cake wede served.
5-Songster
oleic acid
17- Four (Roman)
Miss Lucy Teague of Cranford. N
weekend gue’ts of Mr. and Mrs. W
9-Ever
40-Goatip
18- Cut
J., arrived Saturday to spend a week i
C. Flint.
10-Coniume
43- Reeording
20- Memoranda
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
11- A college degree
secretary (abbr.)
21- Comparative suffix
Dr. and Mrs. John B. Nicholson
C. Teague.
44- Before
(abbr.)
23-Tavern
and daughter Jeanne spent the holi
12-To say over
45- East Indies (abbr.) 25-Terminate
Mr. and Mrs Mayr.ard Waltz are
day with relatives in Haverhill. Mass. guests of Mr. and Mrs. V A Rokes.
14-Large bird of prey
46- Browns over a fire
26-That which ia
47- Bakes in an oven
implied
(pl)
Capt. and Mrs. Willard Wade having motored through from Keene, '
16- Native of Rome
27- A city thoroughfare
have been recent guests of Mrs N. H . Saturday.
17- River in Bohemia
VERTICAL
(Ubbr.)
28- Recline
Abbie Montgomery in Thomaston.
19-Solitary
Niven C. Crawford and Chester B
1- Sultry
29- lndian houses
22-Oeprive
Miss Carrie B Stahl of Portland Hall were dinger guests Christmas
2- Doze
30 A kind of dog
24-Breathea noisily
b"?n
spending
the
week
with
of
Oscar
E.
Starrett.
3- Stain
ha
31- Beseech
when asleep
Miss Florenoc Eastman of Beverly.
4- Reply sharply
32- Point of compass
her mother Mrs. A F Stahl.
26-To place between
5- Roba
(abbr.)
Mr and Mrs: Clifford Clark and
™
over
hol!tfay °‘
other things
6- Scold
33- Moves very fast
her mother. Mrs Eetsey Eastman.
30-Wastes
daughter Barbara are guest.? of rela
7- A liquid measure
38- Epoch
Mrs. Amy Fuller who spent the
34- Large plant
(abbr.)
39- Farm animal
tives in Portsmouth, N H
weekend and holiday with Mr and
35- Beaidea
8- Sets again
41-Chinese plant
Rev. and Mrs. George B. Collins Mrs. George Law at Thomaston is
36- Vex
13-Greek god of war
42— It is (Contr.)
and daughter Betty of Edgecomb
guest for a few days of her son
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
were recent guests in town.
and farnjiy. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest FulTENANTS HARBOR
Percy Moody has returned from a ler In Belfast,
Here ere the first photographs of the widely discussed "car of the future”—the new Airflow De Soto which is completely streamlined ar.d is declared tr he
business trip ln Boston.
Dinner guest? Sunday of Mr. and
constructed totally unlike any other automobile. The body and the frame of the new car are really one all steel unit The body is trussed with steel gi. tiers
A merry time was had by the chil
like a bridge and is 40 times stronger than conventional cars. Above is shown the striking new four-door sedan. The car is built to true aerodynamic lines
Mbs Faye M Keene of New York Mrs E R Moody were Mr and Mrs
dren
and parents of the village on
so that in motion it “bores a hole through the air.” Lower left is the rear deck of the ultra-smart Airflow coupe. The spare tire and wheel are enclosed tn
and Miss Jctsle L. Keene of the Oor- L- D Gammon. Mr. and Mrs Austin
the body The front seat photo shows the modernistic construction of the interior. Upholstery is a rich Fneie material, and the seats are cradled on chro
ham Normal Schcol faculty, are at Gammon. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gam- Friday evening, at the Sunday school
mium piping, like modernistic chairs. A redistribution of weight is said to give tne new Airflow De Soto amazing riding qualities. Three people can now ride
mon and son Ear’.. Mr and Mrs. Irven Christmas tree. The vest.ry was
their home on Marble avenue.
on the front seat, which is eight inches wider. The new cars will be displayed for the first time at the New York Automobile Show, January Sixth.
Gammon, and A. O. Johnson. Four decorated with a beautiful tree, load
George Kuhn, a student at Brown generations were present, but owing
University. Providence, ts spending to the uncertain traveling several of ed with gifts, and streamers of red
EAST BOOTHBAY
HOPE
thc holiday recess with his mother
children and grandchildren ot and green crepe paper. After songs
Mrs.
Bessie
Kuhn.
and
jjrs j? p Moody living out and recitations Santa made his apMus Marten Quinn of Worcester.
Tne Junior Guild met. al the M. E.
Miss Margaret Ashworth of S' of town were unable to te present.
pearance by way of an old-fashioned
Mass., spent the holidays with her, vestry last Thursday evening to
Children of the primary and Junior
parent? Mr. and Mis B. F. Quinn make pop corn bags for the churcn Johnsbury. Vt., has been the guc.-t
fireplace. Although covered with
and sister Mi:s Maud Quinn.
Chrirtmas tree.
this week of her brother Dr. T. C. departments of the Baptist Church
t„r-iv
breath he
There was a Chrlstma; pageant Holiday guests at the heme of Mr Ashworth and family.
school enjoyed their Christmas tree
Heating Expert
given by members' of the Sunday and
Harvey Barlow were Mr and
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Ware of Newthe vestry Thursday afternoon, filled the stockings y t e c imney
srhool ar.d much appreciated by j,jrs Philip Bradbury and two chll- ark. N J., spent the holiday with The tree ,or the cW<:’ Poup
chU* and gave out the present.! on thc
those attending.
(jrcn of East Brownfield. Albert Bar- Mrs. Ware's parents. Mr. and Mrs. d;tn
alulu *as picked
eve* tree in hts Jovial manner, some of
Most fuel merchants are glad to
One of the most common com
/AND THE. SCHOOL
ning of the same day.
Congratulations are extended to ;ow 0( Oakland, ar.d Preston Bar- James St.eel.
the smaller children receiving their
do this, and they maintain staffs
pliant* voiced by home-owners is
Mrs. Henry MacCraw and children
D» ALLEN G. UtELAND
the newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs. William low of Pittsfield.
just for such purposes.
to the etfect that the draft i» so
William G. Reed was the weekend Ann and Richard of Roslindale. Mass. first handshake from Santa. After
PbfutJ eed Heei'b UtUOtt
.'poor that the fire will not stay in.
Nn
I*
try
Defiw-ott el
/if/rtfO**
Wright.
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
Mr and Mrs William Hodgdon guest of Charles Sumner Cook in arp gucsts this week of Mr ar-d jjrsmaking sure that allhad received a
Usually this condition can be
Mr
and
Mrs.
B
H
Nichols
enter

J.
B.
L.,
Audubon,
N.
J.
—
With
remedied by the location .of the
have gone to Florida to spend thePortland.
Elmer E. Jameson. Mr MacCraw who preSent. andwishing
all a Merry
reference to your inquiry as to
Bad Posture
tained a family party taring Christ winter months.
cause . . . and the cause nearly
~
Mrs Florence Shuman and Arthur w-as with them for the weekend and Christmas and promising to be back
best
heat
for
a
house
with
six
always lies in one of the five fol
mas wcek.
I have mentioned poor or bad
rooms
and
bath:
Hot
water,
Albert
Barlow
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Chute
motored
to
Oorham
for
the
holiday,
returned
to
Roslindale
Monlowing places:
next year, he made his way up the posture as an accompaniment of
Mr and Mrs. R E Ludwig spent Barlow spent the day shopping ln holiday
steam or hot air are all very effic
I day afternoon
1— A leaking chimney flue; this
ient heating systems when prop
Monday with relatives in South
Miss
Lillian
Russell
of
Boston
ls
chimney to visit other Sunday Improper diet. It isn’t always
is sometimes caused by rust or
Portland last week Wednesday.
The members of thc Woman's
erly installed. If this house is of
careless joining of thc flue pipe
Hope
their
annual
Christmas
«uest
this
week
of
her
mother
Mrs
schools
and homes; but not until he present, but slouching and other
the bungalow type, with rooms
M;. s Este'Je Dodge of Brcoklir., Club held
t* ctions;
posture defects do
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Alden Allen were Mass., arrived home Friday to spend party for the children In the club Uda Russell and sister Mrs. Carrie himself had been presented a gift by i
well spread out, hot water or
2— Poor chimney construction;
steam would have a slight ad
often occur with
dinner
guests
Monday
of
their'son
the
assistant
superintendent.
Tne
many times we find a chimney
the Christmas recess with her rooms Tuesday afterncon Santa Smith.
___
vantage over hot air. However,
and as a result of
and wife Mr. and Mrs. Hhrold Allen. mother Mrs. Ida Dodge and family.
that is so narrow that it is prac
if ihe house is of the usual two
Claus was present and distributed
Edna p Bo*2s is visiting her Sunday school wishes to thank Mrs.
undernourishment
tically impossible to get sufficient
Camden.
story type with three rooms
„ ...j
brother and family, Mr. and Mrs. William Gillis, Elmer Allen, Mrs. R
draft. Again we often find a dec
Mrs
Rcbert
Barlow
recently
visited
gifts
from
a
well
fiUed
tree
-Diere
N
y
The reason is not
downstairs and three rooms and
I M B Hobbs and R K Hobbs have
J. McKenzie, James Henderson. Mrs.
orative arch across the top of the
bath upstairs, anyone of the three
her brother Fred Osgood who is very were 25 children present. The host• ® ® •
obscure.
been
in
Philadelphia
with
a
load
of
Manfred
Humphrey.
Mrs.
Everett
chimney opening on the roof. This
systems would be satisfactory.
Muscle strength
ill with typhoid fever a* the Bath e>ses were Mrs. Neva Redmond. Mrs.
may be pleasing from a scenic
Snow. Deacon Kalloch, Mrs. Etta
To Build New Schooiriou.se
I Christmas trees.
As to which system would be
and tone depend
viewpoint, but it prevents your cheapest, we recommend that you
Mis? Oertrude Hardy of Castine City Hospital She reported him Alice Olidden and Miss Orace Yorke
Warren citizens voted affirmatively Wall and Miss Delia Bickmore for
fire from getting the proper
upon a proper and
get installation costs from your
! Normal is spending the school va- much improved at that time.
Miss Mona Jones of Oak Grove
at the special town meeting Tuesday assisting Santa in a financial way. adequate food supply.
draft.
!■ cal heating contractors.
Muscles
'cation
at
her
home
here,
a?
are
also
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Lewis
and
Seminary,
Vassaiboro,
is
spending
afternoon at Glover hall to see if the making the tree possible without ex are fed from the food we eat. As
3— Fly ash (carbon) accumulaE. B., Shippensburg, Pa.—With
! Miss Katherine True of Gorham and sen pent Christmas with relatives the holidays with her parents, Mr town would vote to accept the Fed- pense to the school and with a balfion in the gas passages; this can
reference to your recent letter, I
you would expect, they need cer
be eliminated by hading the gas
I Miss Wilma True of Perkins IRstl- ! at Convent Station. N. J.
land Mrs. John H Miller,
know of instances where a hot
eral offer of 30 per cent aid toward ance of $6.25 for the treasury,
tain kinds of foods. That is na
passages, as well as the entire
water radiator was used in a re
tute. Watertown. Moss.
Seven friends of Boothbay Harbor
Mrs. J6hn T. Oay was a Portland thc erection of a new school building.
A Christmas concert was presented ture's way with humans, as well
furnace,
thoroughly
vacuummote room, deriving its heat
cleaned at regular intervals . . .
Miss Julia Harwood of Massachu- spent Tuesday evening of last week visitor Thursday
from a coil placed in the hot air
A written vote was taken. 86 afflrma- Sunday evening by the church as with animals and plants. Some
at least once a year.
furnace. To do this it is necessary
Mr. and Mrs B C Reed. Robert tlV(J
52 nPgatlve aftcr remar|[S school, a fine tribute to the teach- things go to build, while other
setts came home for a few days' i at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
4— Thc pipe projecting into to have an open system; that is,
and Stanley Reed of Portland were (rom many Qf
citizens ln favor of ers and children who brought thc things are harmful. So there ar«
visit
with
her
parents.
Dodge.
-Jr.
an expansion tank must be placed
chimney, beyond the wall sur
weekend
guests
of
Oeorge
W
Simth
c
project
as
well
as those on the old. yet ever new story of Christmas foods that make muscles strong
10 or 12 feet above the radiator.
face; the flue pipe should be
Volunteer Engine Co. No. 1 held a
Steam cannot be used with this
placed flush with the inside of the
mons and Miss Grace Simmons.
opposing side. Chester B. Hall act- in verse and song. At the close of and firm.
EAST UNION
special
meeting
Tuesday
evening
last
system. You will not have rusty
wall nearest the chimney open
Miss Laura Whitcomb of Lhe State „i M moderator.
the service the superintendent was
It is easy to see what happens
week.
water in the hot water faucet un
ing;
Miss Evelyn Wincapaw of Auburn
Street Hospital. Portland, spent the
Arthur Savage of the firmof Bunker presented by the pastor with a beau- when the muscles are weak and
less
the
system
is
connected
to

5— Turn damper rusted shut;
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Dodge, Jr.,
was a guest of her uncle and aunt,
weekend with her mother Mrs. Ida * Savage, architects, of Augusta, was tlfu,
from the Sunday Khool
gether, which is not practical.
soft. The bony skeleton droops.
naturally the turn damper in your
spent the evening Friday with Mr
No
matter
what
system
is
used,
and
Mrs.
U.
8.
Wincapaw
during
Mr
Whitcomb.
present and when asked to explain |
____________
flue pipe should be movable, so
Bones tend to sag. Of course, they
and Mrs. Douglas Larrabee of Boo'h- 1 Mr and Mrs. J. T. Gay arc guests j what the $20,000 proposed cost of the '
it will be necessaqr to use more
that when you turn the handle
the holiday season.
THE OLD YEAR AND THE NEW
can’t fall far out of position, but
c
al,
corresponding
to
the
amount
the disc inside the pipe will move.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Payson en bay Harbor.
of Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Bailey in1 building would cover, said
,For The C°urler-Oa»tte|
said that I
the muscles aren’t strong enough
of heat used.
If a home-owner thinks that he
As the Old Year fades let us take a
Mr. Spurr of Boothbay Harbor wa?
tertained
a happy family gathering
Merlon. Pa.
amount would cover excavation,
review
to keep them in place. And all the
is not getting sufficient draft he
in town last wcek with his team of
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Alva reasonable grading, plumoing. heat- ' 01
the'"triied ",ld b°th the time, the force of gravity is at
at their home Christmas Day.
(If you have any heating prob,
should get in touch with his coal
lems address John Barclay, Room
dealer, heating contractor, plum
Achom gave them a surprise party ing, and wiring, and the erection of Just to see how they balance, before we work, so when we stand the tenMrs. George Layr is ill with pneu horses, hauling wood.
1814, 120 Broadway, New York
ber or someone else who is quali
Edwin McKown spent a few days Wednesday
evening, it being I11 Ihe building, including underpinning The resolves that were made, as we dency to slouch is aggravated,
monia.
fied by experience to locate the
( ity. He will be glad to reply io
u,u»l|7 d°j Thus, the child who leaves his
John Dornan spent Christmas with I last week with his sister Mrs. Clinton ' celebration of their 20th -wedoing He said that Maine did not seem to
cause and supply the remedy.
a personal letter.)
Barlow.
tnnlversary
The
time
was
spent
1
be
taking
hold
of
this
project
the
There
isn't
a
person
who
is
normal
or
milk,
fruit and vegetables, or who
the Bailey family In Milton. N. H
■ocially and in bridge and refresh- way the southern and western States who Jomd care to live over the old days | ’P0'1’ his»PPetit«with an excess
Thc planning meeting of the Farm
*k»ln
of sweets and pastries, is likely to
PORT CLYDE
Bureau was held at the Grange hall
ments including an anniversary cake.
There were pleasures we know, but thc '
be the bad posture case.
sorrow and pain
Dec. 19 with its usual observance of
Hclpn Davts a sUldcnt a„ were wrvwl. Mr. and Mrs. Achon. shire had started several buildings

jt

How to Reduce Heating Costs
JOHN BARCLAY.

QOOR CHILD

SGCONY
RANGE OIL
for oil ranges

CLEAN

PROMPT

BURNING

DELIVERY

ECONOMICAL
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
PHONE ROCKLAND 115

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN
CHIROPODY, MANICURING, SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
WAVING

MILLINERY, LADIES’ AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
31 MAIN STREET, C.YMDEN, ME.

Very often offsets the Joy we attain.

Next week Dr. Ireland will write
the holiday season. A good numb '! university of Maine, ls spending thc were thc recipients of many useful t
ls no one content to remain as
It was also voted to have a bullcl- There they
about school fatsgue.
was in attendance. County Agent doijdayS at jjcr home.
are.
' gifts. Those present were Mr. and
__ .. „
1 ing and finance committee of five They are looking beyond for some brllRalph Wentworth was the speaker of
Capt. Clyson Coffin spent thc holi- Mrs. Osgood Eugley, Mr. and Mr ,aDDOint€d bv ,he selectmen A ivf
llant star
J
., ,here.
will, Jackson.
Ur —
and
Mrs
O fc.
E I1 -HJlt
"’..........
'
...........
” — [That ,f,r.
will guide to the goal, still distant
the forenoon. His remarks were days
1-----laekcnn
------ Mr.
-■ *»
— «
with his family
Willie
and
Mrs.
o.
CurtU c ~
stalre(t
and cliHord
Where ait ls at peace, and there Is noth-1
upon the subject of Taxes and were
Mr. ar.d Mrs Herbert Murray are Ludwig. Miss Florence Orff and M
tQ
Ing to mar.
Yield quicker to
well received. At the noon hour a reCc»jvin.B congratulations on thc Miss Frances Simmons.
double action of
members of the school committee. But If we're content to just remain still.
Christmas collation was served bv
of ,, daughter. Dec. 14.
i
• • • •
Charles E Starrett. Mrs. Grace A. No expansion of soul, no ltfe-glvlng
thrill;
the committee in charge. Elizabeth
Mrs. Jennie R. Ilall
Miss Marion Davis and Sidney
Wyllie and Benjamin Starrett. ln all With eating and drinking our chief Joy
Wentworth, Lilia Morton. Mary I •
•
'
•
...............
-I
Davis. Jr., arrived home Saturday
Mrs. Jennie R. Hall, widow of I affairs concerning tho erection of the ' To until W(. return through Death's
STAINLESS now, if you prefer
Payson and Millie Jones/ The busi-jrom Orange, Mass., to spend Christ- Lewis B Hall, formerly of Phlladel- ; building, Including the purchase ot
grinding mill,
ness meeting was called to order by • |Tjas with thejr par(,nt.s, Mr. and Mrs. phla. died at the home of Mrs. Alice a lot suitable In acreage for a play- Let's forget all the past as we greet the I
Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
New Year.
the chairman Jennie Payson and at gjdney Davis.
Flint Dec. 20 after an illness of five ground, drainage and centrally lo- And together
tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
resolve not to try to ap
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
pear
this time MLss Lawrence made her
A Christmas tree and program was weeks. Mrs. Hall until the death cated. In conclusion it was voted that
METHYL BALM
What we are not. but steadily steer
annual talk on menus and pt ogress : presented in the Baptist chapel of her husband, had made her home ' the town treasurer turn over to this Out from under ourselves to realms free | will bring almost Instant relief?
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
,nd clear'
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
of extension work in the counties. Thursday evening and in the A. C. at South Waldoboro and since that committee the high schcol building |
which was appreciated by the mem- church on Saturday evening,
time had spent her summers here. fund and the Sarah Hilt fund for But how can we think of Death's grind-11 Sent Po,t Pl‘M centT*11** 18-Th*f
bers. Satisfactory reports were reNoej Hupper and daughter She is survived by two nieces. Fu use in the erection of the building.
i And not have creep o'er us a depression
1
tfhlll?
ceived from project leaders and the j Bcatrice are visiting relatives in neral services were held Friday _______________________________________
_____________________________________ I We cannot, unless we believe that God
will
secretary gave in detail an account Massachusetts and New Hampshire,
morning. Rev. A. G. Davis, pastor of
Give life eternal, thus His promise fulfill.
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
of each meeting held during the; Mi£S Rosamond Wilson of Boston the M E. Church officiating. Burial
Yes, sure we know It will give us more I
If you are a subscriber tri
year. Some of Miss Lawrence s fine
Spending the week with her sister was in the family lot in Rural ceme
cheer
The Courier-Gazette and are
Parcel Delivery
To believe there are Joys, not In this life i
demonstrations are included in the Mrs
Simmons.
leaving home1 for any time, long
appear;
tery.
No sting of death there, not a sigh nor
list of worth while work accom___________
or snort, let us mall the paper to
a tear:
,
Family Washings
you during your absence. The
plished. These officers were elected: i New York City's generous pension
That's what Jesus promised when He
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR
regular
copy
of
the
paper
will
left
this
sphere.
NU-VI-TA HERB & IRON TONIC
Called For and Delivered
Chairman, Mrs. Jennie Payson; sec- | system costs that city $929,000,000 a
go to the home as usual. Just
1. It cleanses the system.
So when the New Year appears on the
rctary, May F. Robbins; food project, year.
telephone the address to the
2 It purifies the blood.
scene.
3. It improves the appetite.
leader, Amelia Dornan; clothing 1
office, or mall a card. The paper
Don't fear to step forward with a heart
4. It aids Digestion.
that's serene.
will follow wherever you go, and
project leader, Mary Payson; house- there was a phristmas tree loaded 5. !t tones up the system.
To make life for others much more to
will
stop
on
notice
when
you
ar

mean.
patiom*'8' and hel|>S l°
TeL 106-R
hold management, Lilia Mortonwith gilts for.‘t.he East Union Farm 6
When from things corrupt their affec
rive home. There will be no
tions we wean.
After a schedule was planned for Bureau members which closed one of, 7. it is guaranteed safe and relfable.
charge.
Fieedman Medfrtne rn„ Stnntnirion. Mr
W R Walter.
1934 and all business heing.joncludcd. Hts mast. en1og>blr planning meetings.
North Waldoboro. Dec. 25,
fll-T-M

Children's Colds

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

I
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attendance ol sympathizing relatives,
AMERICA'S
SMARTEST
WINTER
RESORT
friends and neighbors.
FAMOUS CATACOMBS i The Baptist vestry was crowded to Clarence was born at Searsmont.
the doors Monday evening by inter Sept 19, 1920. When he was 14
ested parents and friends who came months old his parents moved to
Pontifical Commission
Rockport where they have since re
to enjoy the concert given by mem sided and where Clarence, by his lov- I
Hard at Work.
bers of the Sunday School and the able disposition, thoughtfulness for j
Rome.—A third Important series Christmas tree which followed. The others and quiet manner, endeared
of catacombs, known us the Pre- program included unison singing of himself to old and young alike. He i
testatus catacombs, will shurtly be
was a favorite among his school- j
added to the well known early Christmas carols; prayer, Rev. G. F.
mates and a pupil of whom all the
Curtier;
recitations
and
dialogues
by
Christian underground cemeteries
of St. Calixtus and St. Sebastian various members of the school; two j teachers under whom he had studied
on the Appian Way Just outside songs, the first by the girls of the I were very fond. At the time of his
Rome.
primaly and intermediate depart-1 death he was a pupil ln Uie grammar
The pontifical commission of ments and the second by the boys of school. Hts Illness covered a period
Christian archeology ls directing the the same departments. The con- ] of about three weeks, pneumonia beoperations of the workmen engaged
ciudlng number was a sketch "Thei>n8 the cause of death.
ln exploring and excavating this un
Besides the parents, he is survived
derground treasure house of early c.rcuch Family," with Carroll Rich
ard: as Mr. Grouch, Arlene Tominski by two sisters. Mildred and Rut'i j
Christian art and history.
Pretestatun, who gave his name as Mrs. Grouch and Mary Reed as Butler and his grandparents. Mr. and
to the catacombs, was, It ls thought, Christmas Spirit. Other members of Mrs Oeorge Butler of Searsmont ana
an early Christian milrtyr, though the Grouch family were represented Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Jackson of Rock- i
some archeologists allege he was by Beatrice Marston, Robert Rich port. Rev. G F. Currier of the Bap
only the Roman landlord of the
tist Church was the officiating clergy
ground where the catacomb was ards, Mary Hayvse. Viola Ames and
man and the bearers were Howard
Joyce
Simmons.
Santa
Claus
then
built At any rate, the existence
of these long underground galleries appeared ar.d distributed gifts from Carroll. Clarence Collamore, Frank- !
the bright outlook for better
Because it values tbe enviable
and tunnels, winding for more than a well laden tree. Helen Dunbar, lin Clough and Emil Erickson. In
a mile altogether, under the Ap superintendent of the Sunday school terment was in Searsmont. The prq
times to influence its tariff
position it enjoys in tbe play
pian IVay, has been known for cen was in charge of the affair.
fusion of floral offerings testified to |
turies. Various attempts at explor
the
love
that
was
felt
for
thc
lad.
schedule. Rates this year at
life of those who cherish a
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Sjogren of
ation and Identification were made
from time to time, notably by Pom Boston are visiting her parents, Mr.
the Roney remain the same,
taste for good living and have
NORTH HAVEN
ponio Leto In the Fifteenth cen and Mrs. Edgar Smith over the holi
tury and again by the celebrated days.
while many physical improve
the means to indulge it . . .
Saturday night the church was
archeologist U. B. De Ossl In the
Due to the holiday the regular filled for the annual Christmas ex
early Nineteenth century.
ments have been made to
because it appreciates that
weekly meeting of the Trytohelp CluL
Treaty Aids Work.
ercises under the auspices of the
enhance the high standards
a keen sense of values is in
It has remained for the archeol- was omitted Monday evening. At Sunday School. Boys from the pas
ologists of 1033 to bring the work next week's meeting at the home of
of guest comfort, extraordi
variably the companion of
to a conclusion. The thorough ex Mrs. Frank Salisbury a Joke Christ tor's class selected the trees, and the
plorations of the countless early mas tree will be featured.
young ladies committee. Phyllis Dun
nary service and brilliant social
good taste • • • the Roney
Christian tombs is really one of
Hariy McDonald, chief engineer on can, Mrs. Mabelle Bray Crjcnett,
the results of the Lateran treaty be
life which have made it famous.
Plaza has declined to permit
tween Italy and the Holy See and a yacht at New London. Conn., is Ivaloo Brown and Marjorie Huse
spending
the
holidays
with
his
the concordat which gave the right
were kept, busy decorating them and
In the catacombs to the pope. family at the home of E. W. Spear.
Open from November lltk to Ma* let. For
Mrs. Kate M. Dunbar and daugh arranging the presents. The recita
While the disagreement between the
literature, information and mrrvatiano
write or wire direct to Ike hotel or eee
church and state existed in Italy, ter Helen spent Christmas with Mr. tions by the children were pntceded
your travel agent.
it was to nobody’s interest to or and Mrs. Howard Dunbar, in Rock by a unique feature—an English
der a thorough exploration of these land.
Christmas scene In which an Eng
Interesting catacombs since the
Capt. George Torrey of the S. S. lish gentleman and his wife, cos
property ln them was a matter of
dispute.
V A Moody, spent Sunday and turned, were serenaded by Christmas
The remains of early martyrs of Monday »t the home of Capt. and carol singers. Owen Quinn took the
the early church are believed to be Mrs Ernest Torrey, enroule from
part of Santa Claus.
in these catacombs of Fretestatus, Boston to his home at Deer Isle.
Sunday morning there was special
including those of Sts. Urban, Zeno.
FLORIDA
BEACH
MIAMI
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Joseph Wheeler and j music by the choir. Sunday night j
Quirinus, Tiburtlus, Valerian, and
Maximus.
Miss Dorothy Spear were entertained the service was particularly fine. OrI Hill II I
-------------------------------------------------------------------Records show that these early at Christmas dinner by Mrs. Belle chestra selections were greatly en- Beverage and Elsie Gillis. At the
One of the thrills for those who world community of goodwill, coopsaints of the church were venerated McGrcgcr and Mrs. Edna Robbins at
In a series of five tableaux conclusion the pastor expressed his listened in was the world broadcast eration and world peace.
here as far back as the Fourth
^he Advent scenes were presented, appreciation and that of the congre- of Christmas greetings under thc di- j Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess spent
century. St. Januarius, patron saint 1 p1 *011 Ellon street.
ona.
Shannon
of
Washington.
accOmpanied by readings from Ben ' gation for the splendid singing by rection of the National Broadcasting, the holiday with friends tn Vlnaihaof Naples, Is also connected with
wit.t a roommate from Fo.t Hur. and ----u.. by
.>-------Those the young ladles choir, and to ail Company. The correspondent heard vcn.
these catacombs, and was venerated
carols
the choir
locally. SL Urban was the bishop Union Military Academy. Va. mo taking part in the pageant were Mr. : those in the orchestra, and others Christmas Day voices and music
of whom It ls related ln the legend tored here to spend the holidays with and Mrs. Herman Crockett,
Accidental deaths in the United
as J helping in so many ways to make from the following world points: New
of St. Cecelia, that she willed him his grandmother Mrs. Josephine PayStates
ln 1932 numbered 89,000 about
all her belongings in trust for the son. Her daughter. Miss Lua Pay- Joseph and Mary; Shepherds. Milton i the church celebrationsthe success York, London. Scotland. Wales, Ire- 29,000 of which occurred in the
and i they were.
land, Ottawa, Bermuda, New Zeachurch 'before going to her martyr's son, a teacher in the schools ol Beverage, Samuel Beverage
death.
Ralph Beverage: Wise Men. Clarence
Monday, Christmas day was an land, Australia. Bombay. Capetown, home.
Waltham.
Mass.,
is
also
home
for
Object of Devotion.
Waterman. Austin Joy and Forest ideal day of winter, snow on ground. Paris. Milan
Prague, Budapest.
Christmas.
Sts. Tiburtlus and Valerian are
Beverage;
Kin?
Herod,
Gerald
Bever|
cold
and
clear
skies
At
night
there
Warsaw.
Stockholm.
Amsterdam and
Funeral services for Frank P. Colby
also /tamed ln the acts of martyr
noon improved and blotches cleared
age. The tableaux were under the was an old fashioned dance in the Dublin. What a tribute to the manwere
neid
Tuesday
at
the
home
on
dom of SL Cecilia, while St. Zeno
away by daily treatment with
direction
of
Marjorie
Huse.
assisted
K.
P.
hall.
ger-born
Jesus
and
what
an
evidence
is believed to have perished during Beauchamp avenue. Rev. F. F. Fowle
by
Miss
Jennie
Beverage.
Mrs.
Will
I
Mr.
and
Mrs
Herman
Crockett
of
the
world
neighborhood
In
which
the persecution of the Emperor of the Methodist Church officiating
Interment was in Amesbury Hill H°P*tins and Mrs. Elda Ames helped were visitors in Vinalhaven Christ- we now live. What sane man can
Claudius ln 2T0 A. D.
°°stumes- Aids were Viola | mas.
I think of war and thc wreckage of the
The Fretestatus catacombs were cemetery. The bearers were James
the object of great devotion of the Miller. Charles Studley, Robert Stud-1
-----faithful until the coming of the
Dark ages and the destruction of ley, Herbert Poland Fred Holbrook :
CENTER OF THE WINTERTIME WORLD
Rome at the hands of the barba and Lou Upham. Numerous and [
rians. They then fell Into decay bcautilui floral tributes bore silent
and disuse as places of veneration, testimony to the high esteem in
landslides and the vandalism of which he was held. St. Paul's Lodge J
the savage conquerors of Rome did F.&A.M.. attended in b body.
their work with these early monu
Dr. and Mrs. George Ingraham of
ments of Christianity, and the price
of neglect and the sacking of the Springfield. Mass., have arrived for a
barbarians was paid for In rifled week s visit with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Manassah W. Spear.
tombs and ruined frescoes.
It Ls urged that all members of the [
Even now, after all these cen
turies, there are wall pictures In Baptist parish attend the annual i
these catacombs of the Second, business meeting and election of offi
Third and Fourth centuries which
those who have seen them describe cers which takes place this Thursday ’
as admirable examples of early evening. A picnic supper will be |
served at 6.30.
Christian art
Much still remains to be done, for
Mr and Mrs. Charles S. Gardner 1
the archeologists are not yet quite entertained as dinner guests on
certain If they have reached the Christmas Day William Shea of
lowest level of the galleries. The Bath, Mrs. Ada Libby and Miss Carrie
explorations (though brought to
a point which will shortly permit Libby. One of the attractive decora
people to visit them) will be slowly tions of the table was a centerpiece
A
continued for gome time yet In the of chrysanthemums which thc hostess 1
»
'challenge to the future—thia audac
hope that further Interesting dis picked from her garden Dec. 24.
ing grounds — an exhilarating journey
coveries may be made.
ious vacation plan of the Miami Biltmore!
along thc quiet inland waters and colorful
• • • •

WORKMEN EXPLORING

Photo G'rutt Line
PISH—PANAMA STYLE

HIS sailfish, when encountered, usually ln the vicinity of Pearl Is
was speeding across Panama Bay lands; rooster fish which give a great
with the pep of an old-time full-rigbattle, leaping from the water like
ger. riut it was tnally captured by • tarpons; the hard-fighting ycllowa passenger on one ot the weekly Jack-crevalles, which stay down deep
cruises between California and New and require a great deal of patience
York who stopped off in Panama be ere they are brought to gaff; and the
tween ships for a week or two of fish w ahoo kingflsh which puts up a long
ing. His method was to troll a hard fight.
Spanish mackerel are very plenti
"teaser" behind the launch and a cut
bait back of it. The largest sailfish ful and run in large schools. Tuna
ever taken from these waters weighed are prevalent off shore and must be
trolled for at a fast clip. Dolphin174 pounds
Panama Bay and the Gulf are fast rainbows found in driftwood about 15
becoming a popular rendezvous of the miles offshore, are great sport for
"big-time" fishermen. In addition to anglers, and are caught with cut bail,
sailfish these waters shelter many of spoons and feather baits. Red snap
pers are found at their best in this
the best fighters in the game. Marlin
swordfish, one weighing 353% pounds, Bay and caught by deep slow-trolling.
have been taken by local sportsmen. Fish like these in waters so compara
There are skipjacks which are excel tively near home are luring an everlent sport with light tackle; amber- increasing number of lay/nen into the
jacks which are very game and found sport

T

IN NEW YORK CITY

Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
$O.»0 oou|l(

SINGLE
Direction of

I. J. Carrol

HOTIL
HOTEL
HOTIL
HOTEL

YORK — 7th Art. And 36th St. —- 1 minute Penn. Station
GRAND-Broadway And 31 st St.— 2 minutes Penn. Station
ENDICOTT —Columbus Ave. And 81st St. — Opposite Park
MARTHA WASHINGTON for Woman - 29 East 29th St

IN BOSTON
Hotel Manser, No. Station, $2.50 up.

IN CHICAGO
Hotel Plata. No. Ase & No. Clark St. >1 50 up

May We Suggest—
BOSTON, MASS.

Located on Beacon
Hill next to thc
State House

Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
and shopping centers

New Lower Rates
Rooms without hath, $2.00

up; with bath, $3.00

up

Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Ho tel
Convenient to all points ol interest—Modem in every ’ra>
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
wirrounil the hotel Many rooms writb private balconiee

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Booklet
on

Corner Second Street
and First Avcnac

Application

MODERATE HATES

ROCKPORT

oev PLAZA

PIMPLY SKIN

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON STKLET,

Resinol

Tne Most
AMAZING
VACATION

Ever Conceived

Offering more than sumptuous living in
one of the world’s greatest hotels, the
Miami Biltmore announces a policy of
guest entertainment, privileges and special
courtesies that has NEVER been equalled
ANYWHERE. As a guest of the hotel you
are entitled to a COMPLETE VACATION
—whether you spend the winter or a few
weeks. No matter what your tastes in sports
and social diveraions, in vacation relax
ation or holiday excitements, you can
indulge them at their best in the Miami
Biltmore plan.
When you register in this “Center of
the Wintertime World" the gates are
opened to you to all the important resort
pleasures of this world-famous playground
. . . many of which can be enjoyed only
at the Miami Biltmore . , . social functions
of national distinction , . . sports events
of national and international interest.
For example, as a patron of the hotel,
you are extended full privileges in the
Florida Year Round Clubs . . . three mag
nificent sports centers—the Miami Biltmore
Country Club, the Roney Plaza Cabana
Sun Club at Miami Beach and the Key
Largo Anglers Club down on the Florida
“keys”.
An extraordinary economy — and a
service which expands your enjoyment to
the entire Miami resort area—ia the trans
portation system operating from the Miami
Biltmore and serving all units of the
Florida Year Round Clubs. Without extra
expense, you ride by aerocar to the races,
dog tracks, downtown shopping and theater
districts. Or fly by autogiro to Miami
Beach! Or scoot by sea-sled down Biscayne
Bey to Key Largo and the celebrated fish

Clarence W. Butler

Model Shelter for Idle
Funeral services for Clarence Wil
Being Tried in Canada liam. 13-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs
Montreal.—A new departure In ho George Butler, were held Sunday at
tels for the unemployed, where Job the home of his grandparents. Mr.
less are assured of two meals a
day and the same clean bed every and Mrs. O. P. Jackson, with a large
nighL Is being tried out here by
the Catholic Refuge, Inc.
The institution Is supported by
grants from the federal, provincial
and municipal authorities.
Facilities of the “modern hotel”
Include several dining rooms where
DAY I
375 men can eat at one sitting;
five dormitories, not too closely
filled with double-decker beds which
can accommodate 400 men, with the
same bed every night for each man;
numerous lavatories and showers;
the services of a physician nnd den
THINK OF ITI Only $150
tist, and a 12-bed hospital.

•2

Gt tflLA.

SI*

P / //

,

a day single .... and $4.00

You Can Depend On
COURIER GAZETTE.

JOB PRINTING
It sells more people be
cause more people like to
■see it. Skillful beads and
hands prepare it with one
vital point in mind—ef
fectiveness. It must get
results.

Inquire about
Our Low Rates . . .

Page Five

Washington Tavern Razed
Assonet, Mass.—The 160-year-old
tavern at Assonet Four Corners, tn
which George Washington Is said to
have stayed overnight on a visit
here, has Just been razed. During
Its life the tavern was owned ln
turn by 16 persons, representing
four families.

double for this smart centrally

located hotel

1OOO ROOMS
but what rooms they oral
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with

private bath, shower, radio, circu
Robin Disrupted Practice

Wabash, Ind. — Clubmen aban
doned practice on a rifle range for
a time here when a robin built h
nest on the braces of a target at
the gun club.

lating ice water and many other

features you'll be happy about

S»!S2fi

tropic shores of southern Florida. Your
saving in local transportation costs alone
will offset a major portion ol your hotel
hill. Moreover, this service brings the
Miami Biltmore closer to all resort interests
than any other hotel.
On thc hotel estate itself is the 18-hole
golf course . . . completely worked over
for this year’s play . . . with a staff of five
celebrated pros: GENE SARAZEN,
DENNY SHUTE, MIKE BRADY, LOUIS
COSTELLO and NED EVERHART. Also,
two outdoor pools . . . where weekly
aquatic carnivals are held , . . including
National Olympic Stars Meet and Atlantic
Seaboard A. A. U. Meet. On the tennis
courts, brilliant play every day . . . nat
ional tournaments . , , professional coach.
In the Miami Biltmore stables—mounts for
expert or beginner . . . veterinarian, groom
and blacksmith services . . . guests’ horses
hoarded without cost! One of the climaxes
of the season will be the National Horse
Show. And for the fisherman, poloist, race
enthusiast or any other hobby-rider, thc
Biltmore program provides plenty of daily
fun.
The social schedule, too elaborate to
enumerate in detail, varies from such
informal affairs as chowder parties to
sumptuous costume halls , . . with nightly
jollity of dance orchestras and Broadway
entertainers.
Despite its additional services and
privileges, the Miami Biltmore has not
increased its sensible tariff rates!
Acquaint yourself with this amazing
vacation offer, and you will agree with
seasoned travelers that it is the best “buy”
in the whole resort world!

Open October 28th to June 30th
For information. literature and reeervatione
addrree hotel direct or eee your travel agent

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT

51st STREET

Osteopathic Physician

AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

38 SUMMER §T„
ROCKLAND
TEL. 136
127*129tl

Execufrv* Vica-Prat.'and Managing Dtr.
wine foi oesciiinvi iookuv

ROY MOULTON

MIAMI BILTMORE
CORAL

GABLES

MIAMI

FLORIDA

Every-Other-Day
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i,
and distributed by the bride An MAHOMET AND HIL MOUNTAIN
William Spear and Mrs. Levi Turner.
ONION
original poem. "Fifty Years Wed," was
------The next party will be held Tuesday
written and read by Mrs. W. L. PackMahomet had caused his worshipThe Mitchells’ Golden Wedding
Miss Harriet Rose of Dorchester.1 ln the parish hall, beginning at 7.30.
Mass.. Miss Margaret Ruggles and
st. John's food sale Will be held in
Mrs. Charles Shepcrd recently re ard of Lynn Wcods. Guests were crs to believe that he was all power
Mr. and Mrs. John*Kewett were Walsh's store next Saturday begincetved the following newspaper clip- I prescnt fro,u Danvers' Sa’™' fca’ ful even to moving mountains by
Beverly, Lynn and Medford.
Christmas dinner guests of Mrs ning at 2 p. m. Please give any speMiss Carrie Helds of Boston arrives ping from her old friend Mrs. Jennie body.
Eorn i;j Camden (he wuple were command. His people assembled and
Mabei Creighton.
cial orders as early as possible.
he called again and again for the
today to spend a few days with her
(Cleveland* Mitchell, which will be of married Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 29.
Mrs Duncan of Camden who spent | The Christmas Midnight Mass at father. Isaac Fields.
mountain to come to him that he
interest to relatives and friends of the 1883. by Mrs. Mitchell's father, the might offer up his prayers from its
a few days with Mrs. Hollis Young. St, John's Church was well attendMr. and Mrs Bartlett of Washing- Mitchells throughout Knox County. , late Rev. E. L. Cleveland,
Beechwoods street, has returned to ed and the church, beautifully decotop. When his appeals had failed to
While spending a pleasant Thanks
her home.
1 rated by members of the congrega- lull null guvoiw wa
www ww ,
of MMW.
move the mountain lie said," If the
What You Want
mountain will not come to Mahomet,
Mrs. Ida Prescott entertained at a tlon furnished a perfect setting for ____ ____ ____
the celebration of the God Incarnate. £jJV
M: - Char.,.- F. Berthel. 18< Mt
picnic supper in her home on
In the WANTADSy Mahomet will go to the mountain."
The service opened with the distant
-------j street. Melrose. Mass.. Mr. and Mrs.
1 —The Pathfinder
Thatcher street Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Abbie Richardson of Spruce A- A- Mitchell of 131 Wi-son read.
Her guests were Mrs. Chester Vose, voices of the choir tin the Parish
hall) singing Adeste Fideles. Then j street who has been very ill, with a , Nahant- were happily surprised by a
Mrs. Matie Spaulding, Mrs. Edna
, merry party cf relatives and friends.
the solemn Procession to the Manger registered nurse in attendance,
Smith and Mrs. Orra Woodcock.
! invited to celebrate their golden wed
and the singing of "O Little Town of slightly improved.
The schools will reopen next Mon
ding anniversary. Tire ceremony was
Bethlehem.” The choir then re- j
day for the winter term.
repeated by J. Roseland, a close
turned to the choir stalls where "The
Muriel, young daughter of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. EEiot have re
Lullaby from Jocelyn" by Godfcrd. Mrs. Percy L. McPhee who has been friend of the fimily, Lohengrin's
turned from Marblehead, Mass.,
was beautifully rendered as a violin 111 at ner James street home for sev Wedding March being played by Miss
where they spent the holiday with
Mildred Packard of Lynn Woods.
solo by Miss Phyllis Belasco. Due to : eral weeks Is'very much improved.
their daughter Mrs. Warren Bulkeley
The
bride, becomingly gowned in
the enforced absence of Mrs. Nettte
and family.
white, was given away by Officer I
Bird Frost, the offertorium was sung
Mrs. A Gothard Friback of Tulsa,
Guests of William G. Washburn
Joseph Blake of Beverly. The best I
by Mrs. Lydia Storer of Rockland. Oklahoma arrived Sunday to spend
and Miss Elizabeth Washburn at a
man was G. M. Mitchell Jr. of Med
dinner party Monday were Mrs. lada The title of this was “Jesu Bambino." the holiday with her sister Mrs. Percy ford.
The
charm
of
Mrs.
Storer's
voice
and
L.
McPhee,
Jcmes
street.
Newcombe, Mr. and Mrs. Edward B.
The couple, standing under a golden
Newcombe. Mrs. C. H Washburn and devout manner will not be soon forMiss Hazel Spear was the guest of arch from which was suspended a
' gotten by all who heard her. Fr.
Miss Harriet Hahn.
large wedding bell, were showered
her aunt Mrs Alice Spear at The
The meeting of the Baptist Mis Franklin's sermon entitled, "Jesus
with rose petals following the cere
sion Circle planned for Tuesday wa-- Christ, the same yesterday, today and , Meadows over the holiday.
mony; thence escorted to a table1
forever" will also be long remempostponed.
laden with gifts, which also included
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Wallace
of
Law

Marshmallow
Among the guests at dinner Christ bered.
a trip to California from their son G.
rence, Mass, spent Christmas with
mas at the Knox Hotel were Mr. and
M. Mitchell cf Milwaukee. Wis. They
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Pendexter.
Fluff and
LIBERTY
Mrs. John Rcblnson and Mrs. Martha
received many plants and cut flowers
James H,aron of the U.S.S. Kickapco
Burgess cf Rockland, Miss Ardell
as well, and cards and telegrams of
M..t3 Clara Leyonborg is spending was also a guest of the Pendexters.
Instant Cocoa
Maxey. E. O B. Burgess, and Miss Har
congratulation. A bountiful supper
the vacation with her parents.
riet Burgess. Miss Helen Carr, Miss
was served by the hostess, including
Mrs. Eugenia Teel of Matinicus who
The Scwir.g Circle will meet Jan.
Blanche Raysor, Mrs Josephine
a large wedding cake which was cut
has
been
a
patient
in
Knox
Hospital
Stone. Forrest Stone: Mrs. Clara 2 with Mrs- 2ames Burklll.
Mrs. Ethel Wellman. Miss Pauline the past three weeks, expects to re
Williams. Mss Harriet Williams. Mr
Wellman of Belmont and Ernest turn home soon.
and Mrs. Levi Seavey and Mr. and
Palmer were guests Sunday of Mrs.
-------Mrs. Ralph Crawford.
Walter Ordway.
, Mrs. Mary A. Willey is spending the
At basketball Wednesday night at !
T H S. gym. Tnomaston defeated | D. 8. Walker ha.s been In town for winter with her daughter, Mrs. T. J.
a short stay.
[Nash of Sheridan street. Portland.
Houlton High 27 to 26 It was a royal
Mrs. Walter Ordway was a dinner |
-------battle.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Edson Jewell of,
guest on Christmas day of Mr and
The fire department was called out
Ncwtcn, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Charles Norton.
at 2 oclock this morning to fight a
James Eaton of Andover Mass., ar- ;
blaze in Mrs. Walter Robertsons
rive Saturday to spend the holiday
Levi Murray
house. It
seen brought under
with Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Chandler
Funeral services for Levi Murray
control, the damage confined chiefly
in Camden.
were held Dee. 19, Rev Mr. Dunn ot
to the living room.
Augusta
officiating.
Owing
to
the
Joseph L. Stackpole, grandson of
Mr and Mrs Orrin F. Smith had
Capt. Frederick Stackpole. formerly difficulty In heating the church the as dinner guests Christmas Day Mks
of Thomaston, has recently been services were held at Community hall, Eliza Patterson of Somerville, Mass.,
given a responsible position In the the Masonic order of which the de Mis. A. U. Patterson and Mrs. Inez
office force in Oklahoma City. Ok'.a . ceased was a member, conducting Conant, of Vinalhaven, Mr. and Mrs.
of a big oil company, the head of their beautiful and impressive service. David Mills cf Camden. Mrs. Emma
which. Charles F Urschel .was kid The large attendance and many Smith, Miss Minnie Smith, Miss
napped last July, and held for beautiful flowers attested to the high Helen Mattson. Miss Annie Conant,
$200,000 ransom. The grandmother esteem in which deceased was held. Mr. and Mrs Charles Schofield and
cf the young man was the late Mrs. He had been a great sufferer for sev son Arthur. A Christmas tree was a
Elizabeth (Tobeyi Stackpole of eral years, but bore his increasing part of the celebration.
Thomaston, a sister to Mrs. A F helplessness with unfailing patience.
Mr. Murray leaves his wile. Clara
ANDREWS-PERKINS
Rice.
Mr. and Mrs Aaron Clark, who (Edwards) Murray; his father. Wal
Benjamin L. Andrews of Rockland
INTRODUCING A NEW MEMBER
spent Christmas wi'h Mrs. Clark': ter Murray; a brother, Herbert, and
pair ms In Bucksport, have returned a sister Mrs. Frank Benr.er. Those and Miss Dorothy E. Perkins of
OF THE FAMILY
from out of town to attend the service Thcmaston were united in marriage
home.
Capt. and Mrs. Willard Wede of were Walter Murray of Sabattus; Saturday evening at the First Bap
Waldoboro who were guests of Mrs Mrs George Knite of New Harbor; tist parsonage, with Rev. J. Charles
Abbie Montgomery' at Christmas Mrs. Everett Page of Farmingda'.e. MacEonaid officiating. They were
and Mrs Harry Hagan of Dair.ari- attended by Mr. and Mrs. J. Leroy
time, have returned home.
Perkins. They will make their home
General Knox Chapter. D A R will
in Thomaston.
meet with the regent. Miss Edith

C

At all NATION-WIDE Stores

Special This Week

COMBINATION
PACKAGE

FOR SALE

Friends of Mrs. Flora Bunker are
ii
*i
pleased to see her at home again.
WHEN you are planning to sell yourl
Milton Phippen and Ralph Bryant chickens
and fowl, call PETER ED-1
144-tt|
have employment at Cranberry Isles. WARDS. Tel 806-J. Rockland
Sheila Bryant nf Seal Harbor Is
ROYAL Beer Garden to let. fullyl
with or without bowllngl
visiting her grandmother Mrs. A. J. equipped,
alleys. Can be made Into dance upace
If preferred To be rented at low price.!
Bryant.
%
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.1
152-tfl
Francis Armstrong Joined his wife
LIVE BAIT for Ice fishing. NYE'Sl
and family here for the holiday.
GARAGE. Tel. 585 or 971.
155*l|
Miss Marion Spurling is spending
ONE double-runner Prison pung for!
the Christmas holidays with her par sale. In excellent condition. NYE'sl
GARAGE _TeL_M5.________________ 1S5*4|
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spurling.
HORSE SI.ED and pung for sale, at Ml
Miss Spurling is a teacher at North Mechanic St. CALL 433-R.
155-ll
ONE horse sled for sale cheap. In gnodl
east Harbor,
condition. TEL. 806-M.
153-15'
Mi-, and Mrs. W. F. Spurling spent
SCREENED soft lump coal for sale,I
Christmas with their son at South $9, one-half ton, $4 50; hard coal. $14.1
J. B. PAULSEN. Tel. 84-2 Thomaston
west Harbor.
149’154-tfl
Mrs. Vivian Rosebrook has emig *
hand
Dropheads $8 upwards,!
plomeynt at the home of Andrew second
guaranteed
Parts and repairs for all|
makes.
Machines
rented.
SINGE
Stanley, Mrs. Stanley being in poor
SEWING MACHINE CO.. 393 Main 8t
health. Everyone hopes to see her up Rockland. Tel. 66-J.
155'l|
and about again soon.
STEAM
heating
plant,
American
boiler and 33 radiators for sale, low
Miss Geneva Spurling spent Christ priced. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main StJ
144-tff
mas with her brother at Southwest Tel. 1154.
SNOWMOBILE for sale, also sleigh andl
Harbor.
two rubber tired wagons. A. F RUS-I
Lilia Faulkingham has gone to SELL. Phone 622 at 9 Claremont St.
154-15
Bakers Island to spend the Christ
RUO yarns for sale. $1.15 per lb.|
mas holiday with her parents. Keeper Knitting yarns at bargain Samples and
knitting directions free. H. A. BART-I
and Mrs. Frank Faulkingham.
LETT. Harmony. Me
155-10
School closed Friday for ten days,
ALL KINDS of dry hard wood, andl
wood, for sale.
T. J. CARROLL.t
with a Christmas tree and a program soft
Tel. 263-21 Rockland. Thomaston. R. F. D.l
139-tff
by the children, it being well carried
FOR SALE—Toy dogs. Four pure white
out. Much credit Is due to the teach French
terriers. One black and white
fox hound, 18 months old, running.!
ers, Miss Spurling and Mr. Milner.
STOVER FEED MFC. CO. 86 Park 8>...
Mervin Stanley is home from Wal Rockland. Tel. 1200._____________ 153-155!
FOR SALE Beacon Feeds: Betconl
tham, Mass., where he has employ
Breeder's Mash, Beacon Egg Mash. Heaconl
ment.
Special Scratch Grains. Beacon Special!
Mash. Beacon Fleshing andl
Hillis Bryant and Nathan Morse Coccldtosls
Crate fattener. Beacon Cayuga Scratch!
; spent one day last week in Augusta. Feed. Beacon Cavuga Laying Mash f
Beacon Starting Ration STOVER FEEL
Much credit is due to Daniel Ham MFG CO WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
on track at 86 Park St
Jr. in saving the lives of Fred Leigh DISTRIBUTORS
Just below Armour'. Tel. 1200 153-155|
ton and Alvah Bunker. They were
1 coming in from Mt. Desert Rock from
• • sgl
»I
a fishing trip, running into an un
f.l
usual heavy sea, which capsized Mr.
«l
Bunker's boat. It was a total loss. '

.1

TO LET

GLENCOVE
Lenfest. Monday afternoon
CAMDEN
The Sunday services at the Baptist ! Mrs. Nellie S.ribles and son Neil are
Church will be held in the vestry guests nf Mr. and Mrs. Bert Maxey.
Ernes: C. Fales and Mrs. Mary
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Fred Gregory arc
until further notice.
Rtdgwell were united in marriage
Miss Mary R Carter who came to guests cf their daughters in West
Monday night at the parsonage by
spend Christmas with her home folks, brook and Portland.
Rev Albert E. Luce. They are re
Norman Crcckett was in New York
has returned to Oror.o.
viving the congratulations of many
Mr. and Mrs Elmer G Locke, Miss city over the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Colson of Cam friends.
Vivian Stuart and Harry Locke of
Eugene Davis returned Tuesday to
Portland, were weekend and holiday den were callers at C. E. Gregory's
Scuthbridge, Mass , after a visit with
Sunday.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Cope- '
his patents, Mr and Mrs. Arthur
Mt s Lucille Cclson of Camden was
land.
Davis.
a
weekend
guest
of
Misses
Dorothy
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
Miss Jcscpnine Wentworth is spend
I
next Wednesday attemoon. Supper and Leona Flanders.
ing a few days in Lebanon and Bos
The value of fraternal societies for
at 6 o'clock. Mrs. Lucy Sillery, chair
ton.
I
spreading good cheer at this season
man of housekeepers.
Mrs. Chester Chambers has re
William M. Cullen of Lewiston who of the viar was appreciably shown to
turned to her home in Somerville.
has been visiting his sister for several their aged members here, and espe
Ma s. after spending the holidays
cially to Mrs. Hattie E. Oregory who
days, is returning home today.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
has
been
in
bed
for
more
than
a
year.
The Beta Alpha Club meets Mon
Hatch.
day evening at the Baptist vestry, Mis Gregory wishes to express her
There will be a midnight show at
with a Joke Christmas tree Take a thankfulness to all who so kindly |
Ccmique
Theatre New Year's Eve
10-cent gift and a box lunch to be j remembered her with many thought- j
with an exclusive first-run showing ,
ful gifts
exchanged.
of Lee Tracy in "Advice To the Love
Mrs GKeorgie Small and Mrs.
Mrs. Doris M. Ripley and son
lorn;" also Laurel and Hardy in
Helen Hall of this place, and Burn
Francis Jr. have gone to Bath.
"Busy Bodies." Doors open at 1130.
ham
Small
of
Camden,
were
Christ

In the fourth of the series of bridgeshow
starts at 12.05; regular prices.
parties being sponsored by St. John's mas Day guests cf Mr. and Mrs.
This will be the first midnight show
parish, the honors went to Charles 1 Irvin Murch.
ever held at this theatre.
Mr and Mrs. Loranus Hatch have
teturned to their home in Cambridge.
Mass., after spending the holiday
FRIDAY
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Finlay
LEW CARROLL'S
Calder.
Mrs. Howard Anderson,. Harden
avenue, was hostess to the ladles of
the Methodist society Wednesday
with
afternoon.
CHARLOTTE HENRY
Mrs. Evelyn Tewksbury will enter
tain the Friends in Council Tuesday.
ROSCOE ATES
RICHARD ARLEN
The program includes New Years
LEON ERROL
GARY COOPER
resolutions; "How England became
W . ( . FIELDS
LOUSE FAZENDA
modern industrial Great Britain,”
SHEETS GALLAGHER (ARY GRANT
Mrs. Evelyn Hughes; Magazine arti
POLLY MORAN
BABY LEROY
cle. Mrs. Clara French.
Ccmique Theatre attractions for
SATURDAY
the week: Thursday. Mae West In
"I'm No Angel;” Friday, Warner
Baxter in "Penthouse;” Saturday,
Tom Mix in “The Rustler's RoundUp.” Coming next week, Walter
SMOKY ... A tornado of
horseflesh with the dovtl In
Winchell's
big musical special,
his heart and dynamite in his
"Broadway Through A Keyhole.”
hoofs ... He loved with tho
Dr. and Mrs Edward Evans (Mary
loyalty cf a human and
Miller) have arrived from Texas and
biought romance to a pair of
lovers.
will spend two weeks with Mrs
with
Evans' parents. Mr. and Mrs. F. W
VICTOR JOKY
Miller.

‘ ALICE IN WONDERLAND”

“SMOKY”

IRENE BENTLEY

and

*

"KIT ( ARSON" No. 4

NOW
PLAYING

"ANN VICKERS"
With IRENE Dl'NNE, W ALTER RUSTON

SWW.

Shows; 2 6.30, 8.30; Cont. Satur
day, 2. to 10.30

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5.30
a. nr. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25.
Vinalhaven 8 15; due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30. Returning — leaves
Rockland at 1.30 p. nr. Vinalhaven 2 45.
North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4.40; due
I to arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. m i
B H. STINSON
117-tX
General Agent.

® l?kT 32

I Makes Wonderful I
Biscuits Quick I

Milk or Water'

SNIDER'S

CATSUP

POPULAR BRAND
FANCY QUALITY

SANTA CRUZ

BAKER’S
1 COCOA

Large
No S'/, '
Can

FANCY
CLEAN
FREE FROM GRIT

SPINACH

17*

SO MULE TEAM

BORAX

A HOUSEHOLD
NECESSITY

Lb Pkg

15*

COMBINATION PACKAGE
ONE
CAN

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF
gf5 INSTANT COCOA

Both

19

REAL VALUES ON SOAPS
GUtST
SIZE

IVORY SOAP
BAKER'S

CHOCOLATE
‘a-Lb
Pkg

21*

BRAND

CREAM
TARTAR

Pk,

lS'ee

..

.

. pe,20‘

SELOX........................... 2 pe,. 22c
CHIPSO

'/,-Lb

3..15‘

6 c.k« 20‘
P&G SOAP .
CAMAY TOILET SOAP 3 c.e«1S‘
OXYDOL

THREE CROW

MED.
SIZE

IVORY SOAP .

GRANULES

■

■

2

31'

12‘
Sunshine

DRY
MUSTARD

23;£'25‘

RIPPLED WHEAT]
‘Dditicui. ieti'cdHOft
I0OZ.
whole
WHEAT
28 BISCUITS

.jVfrj/resown fruit food
|5W-

Advertisement* In this column not to
HOUSE 117 Llmerock St., to let. Easy
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 to heat
Reasonable rent. W
H.|
154*15
for 50 wnu Addl- RHODES Tel 347-W.
10 «nr.
eaCiX ,or one
SIX room house with bath, lights, gas,!
mske n.Ulln,°r ‘hree Um“' 8,1 word*
to let. MRS. E. C. GRANT. 184 South
Main St. Tel. 526-M.
147-tf
VERY attractive apartment to let, flve
rooms ami ba'.h. h..t water and heat the!
year around. Call 91 NORTH MAIN STJ
Te1. 180-J.
__________________ 137-*tf
FOUR furnished rooms with bath to
let. Inquire MRS. W. S. KENNISTON.I
176 Main St Tel. 874-W________ 144-tff
TIRE CHAINS found on Main St
from auto No 56-522 Apply at COU
EIGHT room apartment to let, all!
RIER-GAZETTE^
154-it modern, garage, over West End Market,|
Thomaston.
$12 month. V. F. STUDLEY.1
BLACK and tan male pup 6 months
old lost; answers to the name Kaiser, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.___________ 144-tf!
collar
without
name
WILLIAM
MODERN timi ir.1 i:t to let at 157 Talbot!
PETERS. South Waren
155-1 A c OVERNESS SARKESIAN
128-tf"
POCKETBOOK lost Saturday between
MODERN four and six room rents with!
Perry's Market and The Thorndike, con garage Partly furnished If desired. 17!
taining cash, check and auto papers. Grove St. R. W. BICKFORD. Tel. 611-MJ
NOTIFY 42-W
1M-1 __________________ __________ 125-tf
NOTICE Is hereby given ol the loss of
WELL furnished apartment to let.|
deposit book numbered 28024 and the three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
owner ol said book asks for duplicate In ST Tel 156-W
144-tf|
accordance with the provision of the
HEATED spa rtments. all modern, tou
State
Law
ROCKLAND SAVINGS
Apply at CAMDEN A ROCK-1
BANK. By EDWARD J. HELLIER. Trea*. rooms
144-tf|
Rockland. Maine. Dec 28. 1933 isy-Thnii. LAND WAkTER CO Tel. 634.

: LOST AND FOUND :

WANTED

GLOSS STARCH
OLD GOLD
CIGARETTES

NATION-WT^E

SERVICE

ROCKLAND DISTRICT

GROCERS

THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
Cf
1o
fnr
cola
UordmrwH
St.. Dn/»lr
Rockland
for sale
Hardwood flevevra
floors,I
electric lights? large lot. Price rlght.l
Apply to M. M GRIFFIN. Rockland. Ms [
07-tf(

EIGHTY ACRES for sale, berries, fruit.[
large set of buildings with furnishlngs.l
excellent business site on black road.r
Six lakes within radius of three mlles.l
Good for summer boarders, game pre-l
serve or farming. Reason for selllng.1
leading state. Write FLORENCE Macf
DONALD. Lincolnville. M
154-15

--------------------------------- ,

—

t^-*-*--*--*--*-^-**-^--«--****«*i

MISCELLANEOUS

then In our said court appear and show | meeting
cause. If any he have, why the prayer ]
of said Libellant should not be granted
HERBERT T. POWERS
----------Justice of the Superior Court.

2ftf15*

INCLUDE A CARTON
WITH YOUR
GROCERY ORDER

REAL ESTATE

LADIES-Reliable hair goods at Rock-|
land Hair Store. 24 Bn St. Mall crder»|
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J. „
________________ 144-tf|
STATE OF MAINE
HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING done!
Knox. ss.
Superior Court
To the honorable Justice of the Su while you wait. Mall orders promptly!
perior Court, next >o be held at Rock filled- SINGER SEWING MACHINE CO ,|
Main St . Rockland. Tel. 66-J.
land. within and for the County of 393________________________________
155*11
Knox, on the second Tuesday of Feb
ruary. 1934.
NOTICE—I have moved my office to 3621
Hilda Elizabeth Brown, of Camden. Main St., over Newberry's 5 & 10c store.[
County of Knox. State of Maine re Come up. Telephone 415-W. Work by!
spectfully represents; that she was a appointment. DR.
J.
H.
DAMON, I
party to a marriage ceremony performed dentist.___________________________ 144-tf I
at Elkton. In the State of Maryland, on
AUTOMOBILE repairing. Open ere-1
the 18th day of July. 1931. by a minister
of the gospel. In which ceremony Charles
ACK^^R^ckhindl
Frederick Brown, now ol parts un- "as0Z!?,b1^.
L' DLACK' 3 Kockland|
144-tf■
known, was the other contracting party; St. Tel. 233-J.
‘ ' Brown
that the said Hilda Elizabeth
KEYS! KEYS1 KEYS! Keys made to I
believed the said ceremony to be a law order. Keys made to fit locks when I
ful marriage between her and the said original keys are lost. House. Office or I
Charles Frederick Brown; but that at Car. Code books provide keys for all I
the time of said alleged marriage the locks without bother. Stlssors and |
said Charles Frederick Brown had a Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Reawife, living and not divorced, which, ,Onable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO..
fact was unknown to your petitioner ot 408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 7PI.
the time of her said alleged marriage
144-tfI
but of which fact she became Informed
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all time*.
on or about December 25th, 1931.
Wherefore, the said Hilda Elizabeth Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO. I
144-tfI
Brown respectfully petitions the hon
orable
-------- court that It will declare said
WHEN IN BOSTOlt—rou can buy I
marriage between her and the said copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the|
Charles Frederick Brown to be null and1 -home
r
••
news, at• the
Old South Newsji
void, and that she be permitted to re Agency. Washington St., next Old South
sume her maiden name, Hilda El zabeth Church; also at M. Andeiman's 2841
Tremont fit
Benson.
Camden. Maine. November 21. 1933.
HILDA ELIZABETH BROWN
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
|L. S | OFFICE OF TI1E CO.MPTReH.LER OF
Subscribed and sworn to this twentyTIIE CURRENCY,
Washington, D. C., Dec. 19. 1933
first day of November. 1933.
Z. M. DWINAL
NOTICE Is hereby given to all persons
Notary Public.
who may have claims against "The
STATE OF MAINE
Rockland National Bank of Rockland,
Maine." that the same must be pre
|L. S-l
sented to Edward C. Payson, {ecelver.
Knox, SS.
Clerk's Office. Superior Court i with the legal proof thereof, within
In Vacation
three months from this date, or they
Rockland. December 20. A. D 1933.
may be disallowed.
Upon the foregoing Petition. Ordered
J F. T. O'CONNOR.
That the Petitioner give notice to said
Comptroller of the Currency.
151-34
Charles Frederick Brown to appear be
fore our Superior Court to be holden at KNOX COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
Rockland, within and for the County
The Incorporators of Knox County
of Knox on the second Tuesday of Feb General
Hospital are notified that the
ruary A D. 1934. by publishing an at regular annual
meeting of the Corpora
tested copy of said Libel, and this order tion will be held
the William Bok
thereon, three weeks successively In The Home for Nurses. atRockland.
Tuesday
Roekiln?TouraCo7n.Py8Poe—fr Trlnted In evening J^umFs. 1934. at seven-thirty
nowieatlon to be thirty days at1 o'clock, for election of officers and
last publication to be t ty
ydirectors, and transaction ot any other
&bVry* nex?. Vh'a" hTmay^h^and bus.ne,, that n,.y come before said

California

STALE'/'.

« ♦

POSITION as chef or orckr cook want- j
Doc»
imner’t' r, s. r,
x- I
ed. Best
of references. HORACE
Pt*RRY
Orace St. City.______________________ Hf
WANTED—Girl experienced in typewrltlng and with knowledge of short*
hand Mall applications to P O BOX
432 _______________________________155*1
POSITION wanted as housekeeper in
a small family or care of semi-invalid.
MABELLE P CRONE. Rockport. Me.
Tel. 8611.
155*1
PURE WHITE full shaggy female kit
ten with blue eyes, three, four or five
months old Will pay good price. BAY
VIEW FARM. North Haven
150*155
WANTED—We pay the highest price*
for fresh nearby hennery eggs, graded or
ungraded. Native potatoes, native kid
ney. Johnson, yellow eye or pea beans.
Used sacks free from holes any amount.
Laying pullets, any breed. STOVER
FEED MFG CO . 86 Park St. Tel 1200
151-156

PANSY

prunes

ROOMS to let. large, warm, pleasant;!
one with running water, near postoftlce I
MRS. VIVIAN HEWETT, 30 High St.
T
144-tf

In Everybody’s Column

NATION-WIDE

BISCUIT FLOUR

1

ISLESFORD

THOMASTON

IL. S.|

1

_

J

A true copy of the Libel and Order of
the Court thereon.
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Clerk.
152-Th-2

COMPLETE,,
FUNERALS

the annual meeting of the

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Notice Is hereby given that the an-1
1 nual meeting of the stockholders of The i
Thomaston National Bank will be held
at their banking rooms on Tuesday.
! January 9, 1934. at 10 o'clock. A M for
the purpose of fixing the number and
electing a board of directors for the enI suing year and of transacting any other
business that may legally come before
them.
Per order
H. F. DANA
Cashier.
1

ENSIGN OTIS, Secretary.
155-lt

I

Thomaston, Me., Dec. 5, 1933.

146-171-2

47 M6DERA ri liosi

Since 1840 this Arm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Oth'er-Day
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JUST THREE DAYS LEFT FOR

Orders Filled

FULLER - COBB - DAVIS’

We Give
Discount Stamps

“TREIZEMBER SALE” Thursday Friday Saturday
THE BLIZZARD SNOWED US UNDER THE FI RST DAY—EVIDENTLY A "STORM OF PROTEST" AGAINST THE THIRTEENTH MONTH.

SHOE SHOP.

THE WEATHER MAN ALMOST WON BY A K O.

BUT IT WAS JUST ONE TREMENDOUS OUTBURST, AND WE’VE TAKEN

WHAT AN OPENING FOR ATHLEEN McRAE’S
THE WIND FROM

HIM.

SHOVELS AND

PLOWS HAVE BEEN BUSY AND WE PREDICT THREE DAYS OF SUNSHINE AND GOOD WINTER TRAVELING TO SHOP AT FULLER'S—THIS FIVE DAY SALE OF AMAZING VALUES

WILL BE CROWDED INTO THE FINAL THREE DAYS.
WE WILL COME SMILING THROUGH 1933 WITH A JUSTIFIED HOPE AND ANTICIPATION OF BETTER TIMES FOR US ALL AS THE NEW YEAR IS USHERED IN.

A STORM OF BARGAINS!

STORE WIDE
CHILDREN S COATS

One Rack Dresses,

$4.98

All Wool Navy Chinchilla

One Rack Dresses,

298

With Beret—Red Lining

One Rack Dresses,

2.48

Chiffon Hose,

49c

HELMET SETS

Chiffon and Service Hose,

77c

Sizes 2, 3, 4, 5

Cretonnes, yard,

COAT,

LEGGINGS

AND

Navy, Maroon, Brown, Blue, Chinchilla

Sizes 8, 10, 12 Year

Reduced from $7.50 to $5.48

3.98

One Lot Knit Suits,
I
One Lot Knit Suits,

Regular 6.98.

Reduced to $4.98

’ ‘ 1.98

One Lot Sweaters,

Reduced from $8.75 to $6.48

HIGHER GRADE CHINCHILLA COATS
Brown, Red, Blue, Navy

Twin Sweater Sets, reg.

4.50,

3.48

Twin Sweater Sets, reg.

2.98,

1.98

Half Price

One Lot Bed Spreads,

Half Price

Formerly LOO.

Now 19c

1.45

MUNSINGWEAR RAYON VESTS

Regular 1.25 and 95c each

I

Sale Price 69c each

White—50c value

$1.29

Also 1.00value; now,

Mattress Covers,

Sizes 34 and 36

MEN’S COTTON RUNNING PANTS

Milanese Lace Trimmed Panties, former
ly 1.95, reduced to

Sizes 8, 10, 12 Year

Fleece Lined.

69c

One Lot Heavy Wool Blankets,

MEN’S SEPARATE UNDER SHIRTS

With Fur Collars—Sizes 7 to 10

9c

Fabric Gloves,

6-50

CHILDREN’S COATS

Reduced from $10.95

CHILDREN’S

ON EVERY COUNTER

OUR FINEST SILK NIGHT GOWNS

19c

59c

to $7-48

Embroidered and Lace Trimmpd

LADIES’ COTTON JERSEY UNION SUITS
Light Weight—Bodice Top—Tight and Loose

LADIES’ SILK AND WOOL UNION SUITS

CHILDREN’S HOSE—GORDON

No Sleeves—Knee Length

Tan, Silk and Wool—Regular 50c

Regular 98c.

Now 29c pair

Now 49c each

knee Styles—Regular 1.00

Regular 5.50.

Now $3.50

PONGEE SILK PAJAMAS
Regular 2.98.

Now $1.98

Now, 29c

SILK DRESS GOODS—Prints and Plaids
Reduced to 89c and $1.09 yard

Fuller

Cobb

Davis

Large Assortment of

GINGHAMS AND PERCALES
16c yard

Mrs. D. E. Ball. Orove street, had
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome C. Burrows
Mr. and Mrs. Charles (1. Hewett | Huse N. Tibbetts of Houlton here I Mr. ar.d Mrs. J. Lester Sherman
entertained at picnic supper and a with his basketball team for a series were guests at a lamily gathering at as •weekend and holiday guests Mr. had as guests over the holiday Mr.
Christmas tree Tuesday evening, j of games in this vicinity is accom- the home of Mr. and Mrs. William and Mrs. Pt-rcy Pinnettc and children, and Mrs. Charles O'Brien of Med
their guests being Mrs. C. Alton panied by Mrs. Tibbetts and son Lynn Robinson in Warren. On their re- Ralph, Lucille, Robert, John and ford. Mass.
Palmer, Mrs. A. J. Murray, Mr. and Edward. who are dividing their visit turn they were accompanied by Miss Daniel, of Millinocket,, Miss Alice
Ball and Mrs. Annie Kittredge of
Mr and Mrs. Charles Kilton (Ade
I Mrs. Frank Marsh, Mrs. Dorothy | with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts Mary Wyllie of Warren.
Bucksport.
laide Trafton) of Machiasport are
-------Lawrence, Mrs. Jerome Burrows. Miss and Mr. and Mrs. David O. Hodgkins
at Mrs Kilton's former home cn
------Miss Marian Weidman had as holiGladys Blethen, Benjamin Dowling, J
The Browni Club meets tomorrow Cte cent street for a time, and were
In addition to personal notes regard-1 Mr. and Mrs. William GlendenMiss Blanche Pease is Home from day dinner guests at The Thorndike
George
Roberts,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
G.
lng departures and arrivals, this depart
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot and evening at the home of Mrs. Nina Joined there on Christmas by F. F.
ment especially desires information ol ning Jr. entertained at a family din- j Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Rokes had Snow’, and Mrs. Seesaw Foss. Merri Boston over the holidays.
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. I
------I
Mr. and Mrs. E. Murray Graham of Marshall. Willow street.
T-afton and Emery Trafton.
ner
Christmas
Day
at
their
attrac

ment
was
furnished
by
the
joke
gifts
as
holiday
guests
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be i
gladly received.
The
January
meeting
of
Lady
Knox
Portland; Miss Maude Pratt, Hany
tive new home on Shaw avenue. i Robert Campbell and daughter Con from the tree, with the prize feature
TELEPHONE .......................... — 770 or 731
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Orff and daughMrs. E. L Scarlott recently entertheir guests being Mr. and Mrs. Wil stance, and Mrs. Eugene Clark of , cf the evening being the so-called Chapter. D.A.R., takes place Monday Pratt and Miss Carrie Sheriffs. Mrs
afternoon at 2 30 at the Central David. Talbot, although, much im- tcr Barbara were in Cushing Sunday tained at. luncheon and bridge, with
liam
Glendenning,
Sr.,
Mr.
and
Mrs
'
“
autobiography
’
presented
by
Mr.
Auburn.
Mrs. Marian Cobb Fuller and son
Maine room, with Mrs. L. F. Chase, proved In health, was unable to be for a family gathering and Christmas Mrs T c st<)ne as hon<)r ^5.
! Marsh.
Nathan were guests for the weekend Ralph A. Glendenning and children
tree at the home of Mr. Orffs par- -ppcre Were two tables. Mrs. Stone
Miss Ellen J. Cochran, Mrs. Justin present.
Shelby,
Elaine
and
Walter,
and
Mrs.
I
The
meeting
of
Knox
Chapter
of
j
and holiday of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph ,
ents,
Mr and Mrs. Eldrean Orff.
Crazs
and
the
Misses
Parker
as
-------was the recipient of many dainty
the Junior League of the B'Nai i William McClellan of Boston was
Emery, who entertained at a family Walter M. Spear.
hostesses.
A
lecture
with
lantern
Mrs.
Alberta
Rose
is
spending
the
gifts.
the
guest
of
his
mother,
Mrs.
Faus

B'Rith was held at the home of Miss
tflnner Christmas Day.
Mr. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross re
slides illustrations on ‘Half Forgot- ' holiday season with her daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kelsey had i Sarah Block, Limerock street, Sun tina McClellan, for the holiday.
turned yesterday from West Somer
ten Romances in American History" Mrs. Geneva Huke.
Alderman and Mrs. Ralph P.
------Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Smalley cf as dinner guests Christmas Day Mrs ' day evening. Entertainment was fur- | .
ville,
Mass, where they spent the Conant had as guests Christmas
Thomaston had a family gathering J Annie Thomas, Mrs. Mary Brown, i nished by Gwendolyn Rubenstein, i Mr .and Mrs. William D. Talbot will be presented. Each member if
Miss Celia Brault -was hostess to j weekend and holiday with Mr. and „ _ . „
_____ ,,,Vt..
Day Earle Conant, of, Burlington,
Christmas Day, their guests being Mrs. Margaret Smith and Mr. and I Anna Green, Toby Shafter, and Anna and Mr. and Mrs. E. Murray Graham privileged to invite one guest, guests members of the Junior Choir of St. I Mrs. Percy Merrifield.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Fickett of
L. Gordon. Miss Esta Shapiro of (returned to Portland yesterday after to assemble at 2.45.
Mr, and Mrs. Charles W. Morton, Mr. | Mrs. Samuel Sezak,
I Bernard's church Sunday evening. |
-------Portland, and Rev. and Mrs. Henry
Boston, Miss Irene Yahm of New ' spending the weekend and holiday
and Mrs. J. D. Chapman. Mrs. .Mil
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Joy and daugh
Supt. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley o' Santa Claus was on hand to dtsFriends of Mr. and Mrs. Harry ; York and Miss Constance Miller, I with Mrs. David Talbot.
Ulmer and sons Austin and David
dred Achorn and family, of Rock
Vlnalhaven were weekend and holl-1trlbute «lfta from 8 8allV decked ters, Viola and Malzle, were holiday
of
East Vassalboro.
land; Supt. and Mrs. E.'A. Smalley J Cchcn. formerly of the Knox Book were guests.
1
------. .
I gue sts of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Spur_____
j Mrs. R. W. Messer is entertaining day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Christmas tree.
of Vinalhaven; and Miss Florence Store, will be interested to learn that
I ling at Cranberry Isle.
Miss Esta Shapiro of Boston spent the Charity Club at luncheon‘today W. Mortop, Broadway.
1 Stanley C. Boynton of Lexington,
they are planning to make their fu
Smalley of Randolph.
Mrs. A. H. Jones Is entertaining the
at
her
home
on
North
Mam
street.
the
holiday
recess
with
her
parents,
ture home in New York city. At
!
Mrs. C. M. Blake and Miss Grace Mass.. Is house guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs L. W Benner had Outln« aub today at luncheon, with
Mr. and Mrs. T. Shapiro.
Jerome C. Burrows was in Augusta i present they are in Boston.
Capt. and Mrs. John A. Stevens had as holiday guests Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Mrs Alberta Rc-e of Boston “ r Blake entertained at a house party John 0 S,evensTuesday on business, delayed over- J
for the weekend and holiday, their
Edward Gordon, who is attending a family dinner party Monday at Benner and daughter Lois, of Au- ,f Pecia' guest.
Misses Virginia Prcctor, and Mary
Miss Helen Fifleld was home from
night due to the storm.
guests being Mr. and Mrs. Frank
their heme on Rockland street, their *USta’
M.C.I.,
is
spending
the
holiday
recess
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sidney
M.
Bird
reGay are - pending the holiday season
Boston for the weekend and holi
Thcmpsdn and sons Lerman and Rus
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. lsidcr guests being Mr. and Mrs. William
Maurice Shafter cf New York city day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory had as jturned to Boston Tuesday after sell, of N(w Harbor, Edward Garnett in Boston.
Parker (Ervilla Stoddard) of EastGordon, Limerock street.
is spending a week with his parents,
spending the weekend and holiday of Portland and Mrs. Jessie Packard
hampton, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. E. E. dinner guests Monday Miss Mabel
Capt. and Mrs. A. G Lord an
Mr. and Mrs. D. Shafter before leav
with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Bird of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Snow spent
Oxton
and
Mrs.
Nellie
Perry,
of
Rock

Mrs. A. U. Bird has returned from Stoddard and son Richard, Mr. and
nounce the engagement of their
ing for Miami for the winter.
the weekend and holiday with rela a visit of several weeks In Clifton
ville; and B. Stanley Gregory of GlenMrs. George L. St. Clair.
------1 daughter Berla M. Lord to Carroll M.
Warren Sylvester and son Robert
cove.
Springs, Va„ and Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Elwell cf tives in Freeport
Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Scarlott and w;x cn tf Rockland, son of Mr. and
of Boston were weekend and holiday
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Burns had
and will be at the Thorndike for a
Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Earle Spear,
daughter. Miss Ruth Scarlott. of Mi Charles W. Wlxson of Winslow.
Mrs. Robert W. Messer had as short time. She was Joined for as dinner guests iMoncay Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Parker who guests cf Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Payson Kent's Hill, were guests over the noil- |
_____
Miss Dorothy Spear of Waldoboro,
Granite street.
Aibra Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Alden have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
day of Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarlott.
Mr. and Mrs. W A. Paul of Rockand Nelson Glidden were dinner dinner guests Monday Miss Caroline Christmas by Mr. Bird.
'E. Stoddard, Mrs. Parker's parents,
Perry and James Higgins.
------1 port were guests for the holiday of
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley, Mrs. U. S. Bird and Miss
George Clark of Lisbon Falls joined
for the holiday and weekend, re
Mrs.
O.
D.
Perry
is
guest
of
her
son,
[
Lucy
Rhodes.
Mr. and Mrs. H. N McDougall had Mr. and Mrs Robert Paul at The
Harold Rackltffe.
his family at the home of A. R. Marsh
Mr. and Mrs. John Chisholm had turned to Easihampton, Mass., yes
Ocar Perry, in Portland, over the
I as dinner guests at their home in Highlands.
for the holiday.
at holiday dinner guests Mr. and Mrs. terday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Glenden holidays.
Miss Edna Ross spent the weekend
! Portland Christmas Day Mr. and
_____
Patrick W. Sanfey of Thomaston.
with her mother, Mrs. Charles Ross, ning entertained at a family break
Dr. and Mrs. Perley R. Damon were Mrs. Merrill A. Hay and son.
Mrs. Sherwood Williams Is making
C.
A,
Palmer
has
been
in
Boston
Walter Henry and Donald Henry
at Owl's ffead, and with her father fast and tree Christmas morning at
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Con
------.1 short visit with her father In WashMiss Marian Brawn, director cf re on business.
returned to Winchester, Mass., yes
at the Bangor State Hospital. She their home on North Main street.
nors In Bangor for the weekend and
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost Is confined mgton, D. C.
ligious
education
in
the
Holyoke
terday after spending the holiday
returned to the Maine General Hos
to her home on Camden street by
_____
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Britt were hosts ' holiday,
(Mass.) Baptist Church Is spending
Miss Irene Yahm of New York is with Mrs. James Donahue.
pital School of Nursing in Portland
Illness.
The
home
of
Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
to
members
of
the
Itooevik
Club
and
the week with her parents, Mr. and
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence were
------Spear Christmas Day was the scene
Among the jolly gatherings at the Mrs. Wiiliam F .Biawn, Broadway hut bands and a few special guests at j
Green, T street, for a fortnight.
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Reginald Doairdman, well known c» a hatipy family gathering—the reholiday time was the annual Christ She had as holiday guest her cousin, a jolly Christmas party Monday eve- '
Miss Lillian Tibbetts has returned
Dcyle in Bath, Mrs Lawrence re pianist of Boston and New York, was ,jnicn of aI1 thelr children and the
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach mas breakfast of the Newbcrt Coffee Miss Eva Witham cf Brookline, Mass. ning, those present being Mr. and
from Auburn after being the guest of
maining for a few days.
guest for the holiday weekend of hu evasion also serving as the observMrs. Elmer B. Crockett, Mr. and
her aunt, Mrs. Frederick Wardwell, were among the guests at a Christ Club, held Tuesday morning, those
| parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell H. ;,nce c[ Mr spear's birthday. Those
The dinner dance at the Thorndike Mrs. E. C. Boody Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
mas supper party given Saturday present being A. S. Peterson, Col.
for a few days.
Eobby Chisholm Is a holiday guest
present were Mr. and Mrs. Alvah E
night by Mr .and Carlton Simmons Basil H. Stinson. Miss Prances Bach- New Years night for the benefit cf Sumner Perry, Mr. and Mrs. H. P cf his aunt, Mrs. William Donovan in Boardman, Islesboro.
Miss Caroline Jameson gave a of South Warren, and Mr. Leach was clder kho was greeted after a long Knox Hospital promises to be one of Blodgett, Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner Cambridge.
------Ames of Union, whose marriage took
Mrs. Alice Kalloch was a guest place Saturday. Mr. Ames' son VerChristmas dinner Monday at the one of the orize winners in cards.
absence due to illness, Lucien Green, the outstanding social events for a Mr. and IMrs. Warren C. Noyes, Mr
Copper Kettle, her guests being Mr.
Miss Neva Dyer, Miss Polly Crockett, long period. The Monday Contract and Mrs. A. S. Peterson, Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Charles Beverage of North Chrlstmas Day of Mr. and Mrs. C. nurd, Mrs. Ames' daughter, Norma
McCrillls, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Martel.
The Methebesec Club meets to Miss Lucille Sandner, Miss Frances Club which is sponsoring the activity L. A. Thurston, Mrs. Edward M. Ben- Haven Is guest cf her sister, Mrs B. Stahl in Waldoboro.
and Mrs. J. A. Jameson and son
------Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crie, Mrs. Alice
Jimmy, Miss Fiicda Searles, Mr. and morrow afternoon at Grand Army Clark, Charles A Rose, Levi Flint, is sparing no effort for the ultimate ner, Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, Mr. and Mrs. Emma Thurston, at The Highlands.
------The annual guest meeting of the Marriner and son Donald, Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. Helller, daughters Misses hall, with Mrs. Clara Thurston as Thomas Fleming. Arthur F. Lamb, success. Reservations should be ar W. D. Talbot of Portland, Mr. and j
Alice and Margaret Helller, and son hostess. Papers dealing largely with Earle Alden, Arthur Haskell, Mrs. ranged at the earliest possible mo Mrs. W. T. Flint of Thomaston, Miss1 Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Colson had as Shakespeare Society which takes Mrs. Walter Spear and children,
Edward, Miss Elizabeth Jameson, religion and communism In Russia, , Lillian Alden, Rodney Brazier, Abra- ment, with Mrs. W. Seymour Cam Katherine Veazie, Richard Britt Jr guests for the holiday Mr. and Mrs place Monday evening at 7.45 at thr Hilda and Eleanor Spear and Carl
A. J. Bird, Miss Harriet Bird. Misses which the club is studying this sea j ham Levy, Harold Karl, Miss Helen eron, Mrs. Arthur K. Ornc, Mrs Hugh Benner and Charles Cross. M. J. Hahn, Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Hahn, Copper Kettle promises to be of un- Epear. The Christmas dinner feaDorothy and Norma Frost and Mr. son, will be presented by Mrs. The Welch and Albert Collins. Mr. Levy Cleveland L. Sleeper Jr. or Mrs. John In cards honors were won by Mrs. and Mbs Alma Johnson, of Friend J usual interest, in that Adelyn Bush- tured a birthday cake for Mr. Spear.
and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton. The resa Millett. Mrs. Louise Ingraham ■ acted as toastmaster in a way both Haines McLoon. So that the affair Talbot, Mrs. Bcody, Mrs. Crockett ship; Fphraim Colson of North Scitu ncll as guest artist is to read "Capon-, presented by his daughter Mrs
table was beautifully appointed, and and Mrs. Mary Overlook. Miss Lucy J commanding and original, and enter may assume mammoth proportions, Mr. ^lodgett, Mr. Peterson and Mr ate, R. I.; Dr. and Mrs. M. J. Hahn saccha" (Arthur Goodrich and Rose : Martel.
---------------re
there were clever favors for the Rhodes will give current events and tainment features were given by Mr. Proprietor and Mrs. O'Neil in their Crockett. There was a beautifully Jr. of Auburndale. Mass.; Robert Palmer). Honorary and alumnae
See Page Six For Other Society
Doyle
of
Boston;
and
Miss
Flora
Col

members
are
invited,
and
in
addition
;
customary
generous
manner
have
decked
Christmas
tree,
carol
singing
Stinson,
Mr.
Flint,
Miss
Sandner
and
guests. Cards and puzzles were en musical numbers will be presented
Notes
son, home from Boston University. each member may invite two guests.'
given the use of the entire hotel.
and late lunch.
Miss Clark.
by Mrs. Eva Wisner.
joyed after dinner.

OClETY.

Mrs. Albert Nelson of South Port| land was guest for the weekend and
! holiday of her mother, Mrs. Lucy
' Peabody, and of Dr. and Mrs. Allyne
W. Peabody of Thomaston.
------W. E. Morgan was home from
Bridgeport, Conn., for the holiday.
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A THOUSAND LOBSTERMEN

STYLES IN NEW YORK

Miss Liberty’s 50th Birthday

All

Sorts

of

Tricks

Smart Handbags

One thousand lobster fishermen of preferring a "gentJemen's agreeMaine signed a petition, received ment," which would be more flexible
‘ and friendly. Herzog hopes to worn
Tuesday by Representative Moran.
out a scheme, to be embodied in the
and which he presented to President.
code whereby all dealers will agree
Roosevelt yesterday. The fishermen not
offer for
any ]obster the

Two views of the Statue of Liberty. At the top is a unique close up of

the colossal figure. The lower picture shows the statue against the
towering skyscrapers of downtown New York.

V XACTLY 50 years ago. workmen I

New York shops arc featuring an
unusual array of convertibles not j
only in displays of weaiablfs but in
all sorts of tricks and gadgets for the
home. There are smart caped and
Jacketed frocks in transparent velvets,
silk and rayon satins and mossy
crepes for afternoon which, through
removal of crjpes and Jackets, are
easily converted into chic dinner and
| evening dresses. There are pearli studded bandeaux, t aras and coro| nets with Russian influence for the
hair, which, by adding a band of vel■ vet. tulle or metal cloth, trans1 form themselves into the loveliest
j tittle dinner hats so much in demand
for the festive air of the holiday
season. There are new taffeta, crepe,
faille and velvet sea.ves in silk, rayon
and mixtures that may b: buttoned
or clipped oa to charge a simple little
frock In', c a d.fferent one altogether.
And there'; no end lo the tricks and
turns in acce-rories for making them
serve various purposes. There ave
new mull hanr'oags in velvets, failles,
crepes and satins tor evening, and
suede and tweedy-leaking mixtures
for daytime, serving the double pur
pose as the name suggests. There
are wooden, enameled, metal and
ccmpc ition compacts that serve also
as cigarette cases, and patching lip
sticks that, as if by magic, tu n into
lighters. One Fifth Avenue shop
has bi aught out a smart lacquered
wa ".ring stick, lightweight and trim
las you please, with a secret little
, hinge which allcws the top to open
Into a seat upon which one may sit I
ccmfortaogy when tired of walking.
Lightweight Luggage Sets

The world-famous French sculp*■* across the seas in France fin-' tor, Frederic August Bartholdi, deLuggage sets, in lightweight laclsbed shaping the copper sheets signed the statue under commission | quered canvas and Farrikoid. fitted
that form the Statue of Liberty on from the Franco-American Union in with plain pyroxylin plas'.ic toilet re
an island in New York harbor. The lg74 It welghs 450,000 pounds. The quisites. a welcome gift to an” travel- j
people of France, including the flgure jg constructed of copper, er. There are crep? ar.d moire cases
children who contributed
weighing eight and a half pounds
for lingerie that come in sets for
clous centimes, raised a
gowns, slips, step-ins ar.d t ose. There I
$700,000 to complete the project. to the square toot. This metal is
The pedestal and foundation for the fastened on a powerful truss-work
are also dress packers made of molsmonument was started at the Same of iron beams which serves as a tureprocf Cellophane which prevent
time and completed at a cost of support to the whole envelope of
mussing and wrinkling. Then there
the statue.
$300,000.
are all sorts of wearables Included
In the United States, as ln France,
The copper exposed to the salt
school children supplied much of air has weathered to a beautiful among these travel gift displays,,
the fund, their pennies, nickels and green. William A. Simpson, super smart knitted things Including undimes mounting into many thou intendent of the monument, is au crushable little ha’s, sweaters, belts
sands ot dollars. These school chil
and scarves, and such delightful ur.A resolution not to arrest anyone mental, medicinal or mechanical
dren of fifty years ago, now gray thority for the statement that the
derthings in tea rose silk and rayon
transuorting liquor within Maine if purposes."
copper
is
as
good
today
as
when
It
haired and out-of-breath as they as
Attorney General Chapman point-' cend the 161 steps to the statue’s was put into place. “It has never crepes ar.d satins, very trim and tail
not Intended for sa.e was adopted
ored. There are tome very lovely
ed out that "a law passed by the Legbead, today bring their grandchil been necessary," he declares, "to
at a meeting of sheriffs and county
patterns embroidered with French
dren and explain proudly their part make any repairs to this durable
islature is constitutional until the law
attorneys Tuesday after they agreed court says otherwise,” and declared
kno’s.
in the enterprise.
[metal."
to “assume" the Murchie liquor that despite the court's opinion, sub
Handbag*, Smart and Practical
transportation bill enacted by the mitted in answer to questions from
„,
ndMO a.cne ana .n set- witu
nanaoags.
WON CANNER PRIZE
Legislative a week ago is constitu the Legislature, the Legislature did
shots,
belt. hat. scarf, gloves or cos- j"
tional
enact the Murchie Bill
Twelve
Maine
Women
Suc

tume
Jewelry,
are not confined to
Tne resolution was made soon after
"Now then." he said, "why not as-1
Chief Justice Pattangall. speaking as same it is the law? The law court
cessful In Nationwide Con daytime suedes, calf skin and other
grains or to evening bags in velvets,
“a private citizen." declared he had
has not yet said it is unconstitu
test This Year
"Life! we've been ions together.
crepes, satins, faille and metal cloth
"no doubt” it is now legal for anycnc
tional.”
Through plea-ant and through cloudy
to bring intoxicating liquor into
weather."
From Maine to California, from for now. but include smart new num
The sheriffs and county attorneys
Maine under the constitutional pro
Fifty years ago at Christmas time every state In the country over a bers for Southern resort and cruising
agreed with him and, resolved that
forerunners in bag styles for spring.
vision that it be for "medicinal and
they would consider the Murchie I was leading the life- of Riley or. hundred thousand women entered
Among these, one notes smart models
mechanical purposes and the arts."
Measure law and make no arrests for Clark I;land. I did not get off to their jars of home-ea rned fcod in the
in off shades of white, soft greys and
The meeting was called by Gov
_
transporting liquor not intended for the Harbor Christmas, as Bering
largest canning contest ever held vivid colors carried out in very rough
Branr. to find some way for “citizens
to transport liquor for their own use.’
Strait was frozen and I couldn't anywhere in the world. There were cotton homespun, natural crash,
"We would assume the Murchie Bill
The resolution makes extremely re was good law If wc had noi heard the Ic;oss >n m>' bateaux, and didn't dare also entries from many foreign coun panama cloth and a new cloth known
as heather. There are also patent
mote any chances of the Supreme
answers of the law court to questions to cross on the ice. Dec. 25 was on tries. From out of this numberless
Judicial Court being required to pass submltled „y ,he
•• Chap.
throng, 12 Maine women won prizes. leather bags in black and in white
Tuesday. I went home Sunday, Dec
-n the constitutionality of the Murchie man said.
That is a great accomplishment, be and with the two combined. Many
23. and she froze up on me and I'
Measure which was passed as emer
cause it represents real achievement models are a little larger than those
Among those in attendance were
had to get a team 10 get me back to I to win even a small prize in such a we had this season, and some of the
gency legislation and became effec
County Attorney Burrows and Deputy
smartest numbers in white and pastel
the island.
tive when signed Dec. 20 by Gov.
1 huge contest.
, Sheriff Ludwick of Rockland.
shades
feature dark linings, monoBrann.
What a lot of things can happen
Lizzie Sawyer, 18 Beale street,
• • • •
The Murchie Bill was enacted dein one's life in 50 years. 1 probably Norway, won a beautiful Nesco Can- tones and prints.
., ,
Rev F. W. Smith's Attitude
Composition frames and clasps as
spite an advisory opinion to the Leg- 1
had about as much of an idea of r.er for being awarded the title of best
islature signed by all the justices ol1
Frederick W. Smith, superln- spending my life in Boston as my canner in the state of Maine. She well as wooden frames and clasps
the Supreme Judicial Court that j indent of the Maine Christian Civic Granpaw had at that time of listen wen a Bissell carpet sweeper for her are noted' on some of the smartest,
passage of liquor transportation leg- League. said on learning that county ing in on the radio. Yet three years i balanced meal entry, and a cash prize madals, these frames very effective
with such vivid colors as red, green
isiation would be “Improper" pending j attorneys and sheriffs throughout later, Dec. 25. 1886. I spent Christ- I In the fancy pack class.
and
the new burnt yellow. Flat pouch
a referendum on the Weatherbee , l^e State had accepted the Murchie mas in Montpelier, Vt., and cele
The best exhibit entered by thc
transportation measure passed by the ■ bill as law, that neither he nor the brated it sliding all day and eve youngest girl canner was awarded $10 styles predominate—but there are
Legislature last winter and on which Civic League had any intentions of ning. I was traveling for a whole cash It was won by Mary Ellen also smart envelope stylings. And j
the people will vote in September making a test case on the constitu sale shoe houoe of Boston.
Wallon, R. 1. Franklin, for her Jar of there are all sorts of new ways with j
monograms which distinguish some
tionality
of
the
law
until
people
start
1934.
And here we are, Christmas Eve, pears.
of the models. Gold metal frames I
Thc Chief Justice said "nothing ln abusing it.
The
grand
champion
canner
this
1933 turn the dial and get every
characterize some of the smart bags,
"I should Imagine,” he said, “that
either Federal or State laws Inter
thing and everywhere, excepting year was Mrs. William Klingberg of ircluding one In heavy beige crepe- 1
sooner
or
later
there
will
be
a
test
feres in the slightest degree with
from those we once knew and who Beloit. Wisconsin who won it with her an adaptation of the Worth “miser
jar of home-canned chicken. It was
transportation within the exceptions case through the regular channels were a part ol our daily lives.
cn exhibition with her purple cham ba?" with its clever gate-like frame ,
stated in our Constitution and the We will not try to break the law dowr.
"Dad" and mother were hosts on
or sponsor a test case unless therc are
Federal law.”
pionship ribbon tied around It, and The Mexican note Is observed in some '
Christmas Day, 1883, to his brother
Maine’s Constitution forbids trans abuses, then we will doubtless support
was viewed and admired by millions of the newest numbers featuring
and wife, his two sisters and their
of visitors to A Century of Progress. snake skm trims.
portation of intoxicating liquor except a movement to make a test case.”
husbands. All gone to their reward
Chicago, where the contest was held
for “medicinal and mechanical pur
years ago. In the old home village
A FISHERMAN FKIEND
during the whole month of October.
poses and the arts” and the Federal
SOUTH WARKeA
I should be a stranger. It has been I lere is inspiration for every woman (The all-night search for Norman DrinkReed Amendment prohibits transpor
water. Dec. 19. 1933)
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jones and more than 11 years since I was there. . Mrs Klingbergs achievement, beI For The Courier-Gazette |
tation except for ' :scientific, sacraI have just been looking over the ccuec this honor came as a climax tc Out from the mooring the Ashing boats
Mrs. Celia Oliver of Thomaston were
creep
entertained at. W K. Jordan’s Mon- Christmas ca:d thai, have come !». feur continuous years' entries o. With the Arst Aush of dawn, when the
sun Is asleep.
to date. A beauty from neighbor icme- canned food In the variou- The fisherman
I day.
starts his day's round of
duties,
Hatton
from
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
(A
The B H. Club met with Mrs Berclasscs at previous contests. Perhaps For there's little to earn, nnd many to
keep.
| nice Bucklin Dec. 19 and the young fine basket of fruit.) From Florida, rext year some Maine woman will
I sons of some of the members pre- from Washington. D. C . and Wash win this coveted honor!
Out where the ocean Is boundless and
treacherous.
1 sented the club with a very useful ington, ®hle„ Rhode Island, New
With only a thought- for the loved ones
Maine Winners This Year
on land.
and appropriate gift. The next Hampshire, all paits of Massachu
Vegetable Class—81 each: Peas. Keep them. O Ood. and safely return I
them.
! meeting will be with Mrs. Eunice setts. Michigan and Thomaston, Me.,
Mis. A. D. Faulkner, New Limerick. Keep them we pray, in the palm of Un
but though I looked carefully I did
| Bean.
hand.
Fancy Pack Class—$1 each: Mrs.
Mrs. Esther Newbert of Thomaston not find one from the “Old Village." Laura V. Jordan, Southwest Harbor; No thought of self, or the world and
Its pleasures.
has purchased Mrs M. P Jordan's Life ts funny, isn't it? To the "Home Lizzie Sawyer, Norway; Mrs. A. O.
Only to earn for the loved ones at home
Town Paper"—
j place and will soon occupy it.
No
thought
of danger from wind or thc
Start, Union.
ocean.
at this Christmas time that
Holiday guests at different places "I'm wishing
Pickle Class. $1: Mrs. Alice Hutch Only to dream ot their loved and their
I could hut repay
own.
Those rythmic clicks of were Mr and Mrs. A R Jordan of A portion of the gladness that you've ings, East Millinocket.
strewn along my way:
our presses will be encored ' Her.ry Jordan in Rockland; Mr. And could I have one wish this year, this Best exhioit entered by youngest Courage to face defeat or disaster,
A labor of love from beginning to end;
only would It be:
Courage to face whatever he meets with,
later by the tinkle of the and Mrs. George Lermond and M- I'd like to be the sort of friend that you girl—Mary Ellen Wallon, Franklin.
True to himself, his neighbor and friend.
have been to me "
I
and
Mrs.
Percy
Lermond
at
Edwin
Nesco Canner for best canner In
cash register.
For The
Boze.
Where o'er the sea a dark night has
Lermond's in Newcastle at a goose
State—Lizzie Sawyer, Norway.
fallen.
Courier-Gazette printing
Christmas Eve. 1933.
dinner Sunday; Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
Out on the deep he is drifting aloneFlash
Chemical
Co.
Prize
Boxes
—
is the kind that produces Wood at O. A. Copeland's, who re
Wlld are the prayers that Ood in his
Mrs. Charles B. Russell, East Sum
mercy
sales. Experience proves it. turned to Bangor Tuesday.
and protect him. our loved
ner, Mrs. Edith M. Grasse, Limestone. Will guard
and our own.
Medicinal
■
Safe
•
Last Thursday evening at the
Cocomalt — Mrs. Harold Welch,
Call 770
When he at last to his moorings return
Sherman Mills
Grange a demonstration of cooking
Give Quick Relief
ing.
for Estimates
Joyfully
nailed by the ones he loves best.
methods was given and a display of
Bissell Carpet Sweeper1 — Lizzie With love
In his heart and thanks to
Sawyer,
Norway.
his
Maker.
gadgets for cooking. Nettie Cope
He returns to his lot. to a faithful
Fuller Brush—Lizzie Sawyer, Nor,
land was awarded the prize by vote
earned rest.
Menthol Cough Drops
Margaret ElWcll.
and carried home the onions.
Spruce Head.

MURCHIE BILL ACCEPTED

Liquor Not Intended For Sale May Flow Uninter
ruptedly Into This State

——— ———4Tenants Harbor Days >

lhe Courier- Gazette

LUCK
1934

and

Gadgets For the Home—

Tell Great Father At Washington They Need Aid
—Petition Through Moran

ask help for their depressed Indus- saie of which would be forbidden by
try
' any state law. He also wants to get )
Mr. Moran has asked Horatio D this provision into the master fislrCrie, Commissioner of Maine Sea eries code, so as to control the sale
and Shore Fisheries, to assist him of short lobsters handled by any one J
with suggestions lor lobster fishing 1 not. subject to the lobster codes, as
relief which are to be embodied in a u the case with many general fish
memorandum on lobsters being pre- dealers.
pared by Moran at the request of
Piovisions of the sort have been
Secretary of Commerce Roper.
discussed by Herzog. Moran, LawSaul A. Herzog, counsel for the Na rence Hopkinson. AAA Adviser from
tional Wholesale Lobster Dealers’ the Tariff Commission, and H. W.
Asoclation, the Northeastern Fish Fiedler, Fisheries Bureau Adviser to
eries Association and the Northeast AAA They worked on the master I
ern Fish Producers' As.ociatlon. re and subsidiary codes while they re
turned Tuesday from a trip to Port mained with AAA and are still serv
land and Boston, in which he met ing in advisory capacity.
representatives of these organiza
Dealers have agreed to collect on.tions and perfected plans for pre tenth of one per cent of gross in
senting to the Government codes to voice on the "check-off system from
This is the t
cover these industries, subsidiary to fisheries agencies.
the master fisheries code. He will with amount named in the master fish
hold the filing of t.he sub-codes un eries code also, so the adoption of,
til the President makes a final de the system by the lobster dealers will
cision as to which industries are to be a test in a small way.
be transferred from the Agricultural
While in Portland Herzog dis
Adjustment adminls’.-ation to the cussed details of the sub-codes for
NRA. Fisheries will be transferred, the Maine fisheries and personnel of
but there is doubt about some others the executive committees for the
and the transfer order is held up two organizations were chosen. They
pending decision on all.
are George L Ratcliffe. William O
Herzog will leave Washington to Verrill and Ralph W. Hanscom of
morrow for Ottawa, where he will Portland, for the northeastern fish
discuss with Deputy Commissioner eries, and Mortier Harris. Einar
of Fisheries Found the question of Johnson and Frank Doughty for the
Canadian lobsters. Canada does not northeastern fish producers. There
want restrictions on Canadian lob names will be filed when Herzog
sters meiuoea ln the lobster code files the sub-code with NRA

Every Other Day
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with Knee-Action Wheels
. .the Greatest Advance in Riding
Ever Accomplished

Complete Automatic
Starting

As a climax to its thirty years of fine car
building, as further fulfillment of its pledge,
“When better automobiles are built, Buick
will build them," Buick now offers for your
consideration its finest achievement—the
new Buick for 1934.
This new Buick brings you the biggest
improvement in riding smoothness and
steadiness ever accomplished—resulting
from Knee-Action Wheels, Balanced Weight
and Springing, The Ride Stabilizer and
Air-Cushion Tires.
It provides the un-

matched safety of Vacuum-Power Brakes.
It brings you Complete Automatic Starting.
Also exquisite new Bodies by Fisher in 19
beautiful models, with advanced WindStream Styling and improved Fisher No
Draft Ventilation.
We cordially invite you to come to our
showroom today, and examine and ride in
this new Buick motor car. Your own judg
ment will tell you that again there is a
better automobile, and again Buick is
building it.

C. W. HOPKINS
TELEPHONE 1000
712 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
WHEN * BETTER

* AUTOMOBILES *

ARE • BUILT •

BUICK * WILL * BUILD * THEM

-'i's's'S't'C's-'x'ci’t'S’S’e

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB
Weekly Payment*, 25 Cents to $5.00
^Christmas Club members are able to pay their way

.

to a happy holiday and plan for such things as: Taxes,
Insurance, Automobile Licenses, or to add to your

Savings Account^

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
(Established 1868i

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TROMMER’S
MALT BEER
Is Carefully Handled AH The Way
From Manufacturer To

Consumer

You Want The Best!
JOHN BIRD COMPANY
ROCKLAND. MAINE

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
FOR THE STATE OF MAINE
njE'zrozfljzmaajajamagiapjci.-iaianiaaamaiapjararajzniannnmaiBaja

